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SPECIAL BOOKS OF GENERAL INTEREST
Publishers’ Remainders at Greatly Reduced Prices.
All New Copies. To order from—

A few only left for sale.

OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT/ no, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

The Art of Herbert Schmalz. By Trevor Blakemore, with Monographs of certain pic
tures by Dean Farrar, Canon Scott Holland, Rev. Fielding Quid, Ian Maclaren, John Cameron Grant, Dr. Duncan Greig, the Right Rev. Bishop
Blyth. Deals fully with the Life, Work and Travels of this noted artist One large handsome folio volume, magnificently illustrated with
64 superb reproduction’.many in colour, of Schmak's famous paintings, including 'The Awakening of Galatea,’ ‘The Resurrection Mom,’
‘ Cbrfstianae ad Leones,’ 1 Sir Galahad,’ and others of his world-famous pictures. Published by George Allen and Co , at

£2 2s. net.

Now offered at 16s. 9d. post free.

Hogarth’s London: Pictures of the Manners of the Eighteenth Century, as reflected

by the most faithful delineator of English manners and customs of tbe period ; an elaboration and explanation of his engravings and paintings
arranged under the headings of ‘High Life ; Low Life; Politics; Church and Dissent; Professional and Business Life; the Theatre, tho
Tavern; Hospitals; Prisons and Crime; the Suburbs.’ By Henry B. Wheatley.
With an introductory essay, a bibliography and index.
Illustrated by M full-page plates, 6 being in photogravure. Demy 8vo.. gilt cloth, gilt top.—Constable.

Published at2ls.net.

Now offered at 8s. 6d. post free.

The Greater Abbeys of England: Being some account—historical, and in reference to
their remains, topographical—of the Greater Monastic Houses of England. By the Right Rev. Abbot Gasquet. This finely illustrated
work tells tbe tale of thirty.one of the great abbeys whose splendid ruins stand in all parts of England. Beautifully illustrated by GO charming
coloured plates after Warwick Goble. A sumptuous volume, admirably adapted for presentation, T rge fcap. 4to, cloth gilt, gilt top.—Ohatto
and Windus.

Published at 20s. net.

Now offered at 8s. 6d post free-

Luigino—The Book of Fair Women. By Federigo Luigino of Udine, translated from
the Venetian Edition of 1551 by Elsie M. Ling, With six plates, reproductions after Sandro Botticelli, Tiziano Vecellio, RalTaello 8anzo,
&c. ‘ ft is a dithyramb in praise of feminine beauty which owes its charm to the intense sympathy, sensual and msthetic, of the author for
tbe subject? (J, A. Symonds ) Small crown 8vo , cloth.—Werner Laurie.

Published at 6s.

Now offered at 2b. 6d. post free.

The Boccaccio of Saints. Human Documents Indeed. The Paradise or Garden of
the Holy Fathers : Being the Histories of the Anchorites, Recluses, Monks, Coenbites, and Ascetic Fathers of the Deserts of Egypt between
A n.260and a.l> uOO circiter, compiled by Athanasius, Archbishop of Alexandria; Palladios, Bishop of Helenopolis ; St. Jerome and others.
Translated out of the Syriac, with Notes and Introduction by Ernest A. Wallis Budge, M.A., Litt.U .D Lit. Contains the ‘ Life of St. Anthony,'
by Athanasius; tbe * Paradise? by Pailadius; the ‘Asketikon,’ or ’Rule of Pachomius ’ ; the ‘ History of the Monks? attributed to Sr.
Jerome, but now assigned to a monk of Jerusalem ; and the ‘ Sayings ol the Fathers,' a miscellany of 635 ‘ Sayings ' and 706 Questions and
Answers. Beautifully printed and most attractively got up. 2 Vole., demy 8vo., buckram.—Chatto and Windus.

Published at 15s. net.

Now offered at 6s. post free.

Austin (Alfred).—Lamia’s Winter Quarters, narrating the delights of a sojourn during tho
winter and spring in a Tuscan Villa overlooking Florence. Beautifully illustrated by George Elgood. R I., in 16 full-page colours 1 plates and
by Wm. Scott in 13 dainty bead and tail pieces from pen and ink drawings, sq. demy 8vo., cloth gilt, gilt top.—A. and 0. Black.

Published at 7s. 6d. net.

Now offered at 3s. post free.

Austin (Alfred).—Haunts of Ancient Peace. Charming Descriptions of English country
life and scenery from the experiences of a carriage drive through the South and West of England.
coloured plates by Agnes Locke, sq. demy 8ro., cloth gilt, gilt top.—A. and C. Black,

Published at 7s. 6d. net.

In Green Fields.
Published at 6s.

Beautifully illustrated by 20 full-pigo

Now offered at 3s. 6d. post free.

A Novel by Crawford (Oswald). Crown 8vo, cloth.—Chapman and
Now offered at Is. 9d. post free.

•“In Green Fields” is a very charming story. Its theme is the return of the townsman to the land, and it is written with attractive lightncn and humour.’—' Daily Express?
’Beautifully real, and elaborated with country lore. The air ot the country breathes in every page.'—‘Academy?

The Golf Courses of the British Isles, described by Bernard Darwin. Painted by
Hurry Rountree. This beautiful volume deals in an adequate manner with all the principal golf courses of the United Kingdom. Mr. Bernard
Darwin, tbo English international player, is a well known writer on golf and eminently qualified for the task, as he is familiar with the
ground and writes from the view-point of tbe expert. He manages, moreover, to introduce no small amount of instruction into his text, and
the keen golfer desirous of improving his game may well get some hints from Mr. Darwin's narrative. The work ot illustration has been
somewhat difficult, for it has been necessary to find an artist who is also a good golfer. In Mr. Rountree the combination happily exists;
himself a player of no mean capacity, he has been able to make his pictures interesting both to tbe lover of art and the enthusiastic golfer.
Illustrated with 64 plates, 48 of which are in colour. Email 4to., cloth.—Dickworth,

Published at 21s. Now offered at 8s. 6d post free.
’No golfer who once peeps into It will be satisfied until the volume rests on his own bookshelf. It is a mouth-watering volume?—‘ Daily Mail?
‘An attractive book ; the couisee are described iu most ridable fashion and the drawings arc very effective,’—‘ Times?

WORLD TRAVELS.

Golden Days in Many Lands- By Winifred H. Leys. A volume of travel full of attrac
tion forthose who know tbe world, and full of interest for a stay-at-home reader. The book is compiled of notes written during five years'
wanderings in all the most interesting places of the earth—India, Egypt, Norway, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Holland, England, Ireland,
Scotland, America’s two greatest Canyons. Burma, Ceylon, and tbe South Sea Islands, and is descriptive of the journeys. The traveller’s
enthusiasm in the beauties and wonders is infectious. Capitally illustrated by 40 plates. Demy 8vo., cloth.—Methuen.

Published at 10s. 6d. net.

Now offered at 4s. lOd. post free.

Savage South Seas (The), British New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, and the New
Hebrides, by E. Way Elkington, F R.G 8. An historical account of the discovery of the islands, curly pioneer work, with separate chapters
on peculiar customs, witchcraft, legends, burial ceremonies and religious rites, the arts and industries and daily life of the natives.
Magnificently illustrated with 61 full-page coloured plates by N. H. Hardy, from original paintings executed while on the islands, with map
and iudex. Square demy 8vo., gilt and decorated clotb, gilt lop.—A. and 0, Black.

Published at 20s. net. Now offered at 6s. 6d. post tree.

The Lands’ End: A Naturalist’s Impressions in West Cornwall, by W. II. Hudson. Some
of tbe contents are : Wintering in West Cornwall—Gulls at St. Ives—Cornwall's Connemara—Old Cornish Hedges—Bolerium : the end of all
the land—The British Pelican—Bird Life in Winter—The People aiftl the Farms—Impressions of Penzance—Winter Aspects and a Bird Visits,
tion—Comingot Spring—Early Flowers,&c. With many illustrations. Crown 8vo., cloth.—Hutchinson.

Published at 6s. net.

Now offered at 3s. 6d. post free,

Oxford; Its Buildings and Gardens, by Ralph Durand. Describes the charm and

beauty of the ancient city, both In the olden days and at the present time, Sumptuously illustrated by 82 full-page coloured plates repro
duced from original paintings by William A. Wildman. A large and handsomely produced volume, large post Ito, cloth gilt, gilt top__
Grant Richards.

Published at 21s. net
Printed by

Now offered at 7s. 6d. post free.
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Booms CLOSED for the Easter Vacation from Thursday,
March 20th, till Tuesday, March 25th.
NO Meetings at St. Martin’s Lane until March 26th.
WEDNESDAY, March 20th, at8p.m.-

The Universe of Ether and Spirit
THE RECONCILIATION OF SCIENCE AND RELIGION,

By W. G. HOOPER, F.R.A.S, F.S.S
Contexts:
Chap. I-Revc!atinn, Science, Philosophy. II—Universe of Ether.
Ilf—Ether and Presence of Spirit IV—Ether and Life of Spirit.
V—Ether and Power of Spirit VI—Ether and Mind of Spirit
VII—Spiritual Monism. VIII—Spiritual Dxwa. IX—Gifts of the
Spirit. X—What is Man ': XI—Destiny of the Race.

Tor Review, set ‘Light,’ March ISth.

Admission Is.

Mm. M. Nordics.

Seance for Clairvoyant Descriptions

THURSDAY, March 27th, at 4 p.m.Annual General Business Meeting, for Members only.

THURSDAY, March 27th, at 5 p.m.—

Members and Associates only.

Tree

...
Address by Mire. Mabv Davies
----------On‘The After Life.'
THURSDAY, March 27th, at 7.30 p.m.—

Psychic Self-Culture Class

Admission Is.; Members and Associates Tree by Ticket.
Address at Suffolk-street .
.............
Mb. E. W. Wallis.
‘Spiritual Emancipation by the Elimination of Fear.'

FRIDAY, March 28th, at 4 p.m.—

Admission It.; Members and Associates. Tree.
Mbs. M. H. Wahis.

Talka with a Spirit Control

MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS, and FRIDAYS only, 11a.m. to
2 p.m.—(by appointment).
Diagnosis of Disease by Spirit Control, Magnetic Healing,
and Aural Drawings,
By Mb. Pxbct R. Str«t.

Members’ and Associates’ Subscriptions for 1913
ARE NOW OVERDUE.

Price 4 6 net, postage 4d. extra.
FROM

‘LIGHT,’ HO. ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

OFFICE OF

THE

ISIS

‘A really wonderful new volume. . . It is certain to make a
strung and convincing appeal to many who are earnestly seeking re
liable assistance along the road of Initiation.’—W. J. CoLViLi.it.
‘ It is the plain common-sense attitude showing through the theo
retical discussions which moat pleases us about thia book.'-’Tag

Libuby Critic,'
* Practical instruction accompanies well-reasoned theory at every
turn.’—'Thk Occvlt Revikw.'
' Comprehensive in its outlook, it contains a great deal that cannot
fail to be profitable.'—‘ Light.’

450 pates, Elaborate Index, 1 dollar or 4s. 2d. post paid.
THE CURTISS

Hon. Treasurer.

Subscription to December 31st, 1913.
MEMBERS, One Guinea.
ASSOCIATES, Half-a Guinea-

OF

A Tcxt-Bock of Christian Mysticism and Occult Philosophy.

And should be forwarded at once, payable to
Henbt Withall,
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By DR. and MRS. F. HOMER CURTISS.

BOOK COMPANY, 1,723, McCadden place,
Los Angeles, Cal., U.S.A.

O A H S Is E
Has now been reprinted, and can be obtained at the low price of
6s. post free.

A NEW BIBLE for A NEW CYCLE.

For further particulars sec p. 134.

A Sacred History of the Heavens of the Earth, and of the Rise and
Fall of Nations and religious systems.

THE LONDON SPIRITUAL MISSION,

A NEW REVELATION of the PAST,’ to the PRESENT,
for the FUTURE.

ISb, Pcmbridgc Place, Bayswater, W.

Bunday morning next, nt II ...
...
MRS. MARY GORDON.
Addrew, 'Our Arison Ones.'
Bunday evening next, nt 7
...
MRS, MARY GORDON.
Address, 'Tho Art of Living.’
Thursday, March 27th, at 7.30 p.m. (doors closed nt 7.45 p.m.),
Jill. P h. BEARD will give Descriptions and Spiritual Messages.
Doors oloiwd 10 minute* after commencement uf each service.

900 pp., numerous illustrations, bound rexine, red gilt, round comers.

CONFRATERNITY OF FAITHISTS, 41, Foxbourne Rd.,
Balhatn. London, S.W.

Q A H S P E
THE KOSMON BIBLE. A SPIRIT TRAVESTY.
Its Pretensions,

The MARYLEBONE SPIRITUALIST ASSOCIATION, Ltd.
Hold BUNDAY EVENING MEETINGS nt
SHEABN S RESTAURANT, 2SI, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.

BUNDAY EVENING NEXT, at Seven o'clock,

MRS. MARY
...

Doon open at 6.30.

00th Anniversary of Modern Spiritunlism.
Special Service.
Inquirers cordially invited. AdnuWoti Free.

TOWA RDS

Fully Exposed by
J M. PEEBLES. M.D.. M.A.. Pn.D.
Price Flvepence.—Address : Peebles Publishing Co., 5,719, Fayette,
street, Los Angeles, Cal., U.S A.

Send for free Cutaloyuc of Books.

DAVIES,

SPECIAL ADDRESS.
March 30th

THE

SUMMIT?

By L. A. BOSMAN.
A manual dealing with physical, emotional and mental training giving
definitesuggeotions and hints as to cont'ol of Nature's forces. Con*
twining xoclions on Diet and Regimen with the rationale of tleshless
dint from nl((points ot view, and also treating of meditation mid general
daily disciplinary training Bound in art cloth, Is. post free, or paper
popular edition, 4d.ipost free, from—

Tbe Publisher, 18, Oakfield Road, Clapton,’London, N.E.

Its Bold Assertions, Monstrous Miracles and
False Prophecies

ST. ELIZABETH CENTRE OF LIGHT AND
TRUTH, Dore Gallery, 35, New Bond St., W.
EASTER SERVICES
Bright and attractive Services every Sunday evening at 7.

Muth 23rd

...

MRS. FAIRCLOUGH SMITH

Inspirational Address ... 'THE RESURRECTION AND
THE LIFE.’
Silver collection to defray expenses.

And at 55, Brampton Road, Knightsbridge, S.W.
Lecture every Wednesday evening at 8 prompt. Communion Service
every Sunday morning, 11.16 fur 11.30.
Silver Colltctitm,

11__________________________ LIGHT.__________________

[March 22, 1013.

SPECIAL BOOKS OF GENERAL INTEREST.
Publishers’ Remainders at Greatly Reduced Prices. A few only left for sale.
All New Copies. To order from —
OFFICE OF ‘LIGHT,’ no, ST. MARTINS LANE W.C.
Kew Gardens, painted by T. Mower Martin, K.C.A., and described by A. It. Hope Moncried Give* a ti«e(ul nnd informing appreciation of the Importance and value of Kew, a* well a* dealing with It* history, topography, royal
residence*, eminent people, Ac., beautifully illuitrated by 24 coloured platen, crown Hvo., cloth gilt, gilt top.—A, and 0, Biack

Published at 6s. net.

Now ottered at 3s. post free.

' Everyone one would imagine, who haa lived in or near London, would have viailed Kcw’a exquinite garden* ; but of llioae who go very few
know anything of tbe hi*tory of the garden*, of the village, and of tho many bin tor lea I n»noctat ion* that cluatur about that delightful
dlatrict. . . Mr. Marlin'* drawing* add much to the value of thi* fascinating book.'—’T P.'* Weekly.’
•The general get-up of the book and the coloured plate* arc admirable, nnd a* a hialory of Kew the volume I* of value.'—'The Garden.’

Liverpool (and the Mersey), Fainted by .1, Hamilton Hay, ami described by Dixon Scott,
The work give* an impreaaioniat view of the Oily, River, Dock*, Suburb*, and Slum* I her aoeial and civic life, architectural fentlirr* and
aimeial cbaracleriatio, whilat the hiatory of her pant ba* not been neglected. Beautifully illustrated by 2l’> coloured plate*, large «q cr Dro,
cloth, gilt lop —Black.

Published at 6s. net

Now offered at 3s. post free.

Peak Country (The). Described by A. IL Hope Moncriell and Painted by W. Biscombe
Gardner Tho Pe»k Country, with it* well marked charaeterlatlca ; awelllng moor) md*. deep-aiiuk dale*, romantic a I ream* and fearMM
cavern*, furnlahea the arllat with abundant material for effective illualralton The lotter-pre*» deal* with : The Derbyshire Hlghhrxb,
Kiudenrout, Buxton and about it, Caalleton, The Wye Valluy, Tho Derwent, M ulock, Tho Dove, HluHlraled by 21 coloured plate*, crown
Wo, cloth gilt, gilt top.—A. A 0. Black.

Published at 6s. net.

Now offered at 3s. post free.

Allen (Grant).—The Evolution of the Idea of God : An Inquiry into the Origins of
Religion.—Thi* full and comprehensive work deal* with: Chrintlnnlly a* a Religion* Standard—Religion and Mythology —Thu Origin el
God*—God* of Egypt—God* of f»rael—RIm, of Monothelem—Human God*—The Manufacture of God* —God* of Cultivation—Corn and
Wine God*—KaCriure and Sacrament— Tbe Doctrine of Atonement 4c, ISO page*. Crown Bvo., cloth.—Grant Richard*.

Published at 6s. net.

Now offered at 2s. 6d post free.

‘Mr. firant Allen ha* produced a work of extraordinary interval and auggeation. . , It i* on the whole a worthy treatment of an
Immeneely interotmg rubje-t, a book for tbe intelligent general reader, one of choae book* that brhtle with the ufway* pluuoblo »n4
frequently convincing reaaon why.'—Mr H. G. Well* in the' Daily Mail,'
•Tbi* book —Ihe outcome of twenty year* of thought and ten year* of writing—i» certainly one ot the mo*t important contribution! Io the
hiatory ol the human mind which the hut decade hua given u*,’—‘ World.'

Moore.—Art and Life, by T. Sturge Moore. A critical examination of the teachings of
Guvlavc Flaufort and William Blake, with chapter* on : Impersonal Art. Reality and the Ideal.
With *ome well cboien plale* atlei Blake, Ac. Crown tiro., cloth.— Methuen.

Published at 6s. net.

Visionary Ari.

Art and Science, 4c,

Now offered at 2s. 6d post free

In tbl* work tbe vital import of maholic* I* llluelrated from the precept* of Guatave Flaubert and William Blake. The harmony of art with
eclencn i* described not where ' roalisto ' and • nuluralisto ‘ have nought it, in the purveyance of correct information, but in un intellectual
preparation. The harmony of art with personal and aortal m ,ral« I* foreseen, not whore Taineand Brunotl&ro lookd for it, in the «election
of beneficent theme*, nor vet where the my«tic purnuea it, through obedience to neoteric tuition, but in ^development of comtcience In regard
to taste parallel lo that of the religion* life.
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llity trained, knowledge of nia*»ugo ami elm tr u ity, infarenfod in
payohicnf rewandl awl kindred "Ubjiurl* - wmhua to obtain employment
among tlirouainiilurly inti rratiMl, in or imnr London. - Nurne 11., care
of • Light, llo, Ht. Mart in'* lime, W C,
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Wo have in the past remarked on tho strange distortiona of thought which characterise much poetical treatment
of the subject of death. These arise, no doubt, because
th# poet is not apt to bo trammelled by the demands of
scientific thinking. He aces, but he does not reason. Ho
illuminates old ideas and now, und thereby exposes their
defects, which it is the office of the philosopher to correct.
Maeterlinck haa recently given to the world a hook on
Death, which, under tho title of ‘La Mort,’ has lately
been published in Paris. It is full of poetry, but it docs
net give us anything substantial. Ho plumbs tho depths
in vain, for ho can say nothing definite, lie holds tenta
tively by the idea of the survival of collective rather than
individual consciousness, The language is noble, tho ideas
sublime, but there is nothing certain. Tho ethereal in
literature is enchanting, but wo cannot live by it. A
cloud is often beautiful, but it makes a very unsubstantial
bridge, Wo prefer to build with something solid, and in
tbh matter of the problem of death rest confidently on
JUr hets.
The interest excited by the Baha religion has extended
far beyond mystieid circles. It is a matter of frequent
disctission amongst students of philosophy and all who
aspire to keep abreast of the thought of tho time. Mr.
Myron IL Phelps, of tho New York Bar, in ‘The Life and
Teachings of Abbas Effendi' (fl. P. Putnam’s Sons, (Is.
nH), gives us an able nnd comprehensive study of the
nibjeot, and the fact that tho hook is now in its second
edition shows that his work has mot with tho appreciation
it deserves. Mr. Phelps may claim to have first-hand
knowledge of his theme, for ho was at tho pains to visit
Syria in order to interview Abbas Effendi, or Abdul Baha
as he prefers to ba called. Thu author treats his theme
both from tho personal und tho general standpoint, for wo
gut an account of tho life of tho great teacher, and mi
exposition ol his doctrines.

It it eminently n spiritual religion, full of kindliness
and tolerance for other faiths, and very froo from forms
and dogmas. In spite of its Oriental origin, it disCountenances polygamy, osootieism nnd mendicancy. I is
ethical code Is elaborate ami lofty, ami its attitude towards
Science is wholly friendly. Its outlook, in short, is huge,
philosophic and progressive. Wo uro especially impressed
with the truth of its doctrine of spiritual evolution ;
Whim the tasty of man is perfected, physical ovobition comes
an cud, since nature dore not reck to build a higher form than

But the evolution of spirit continues until reason,
the mental powers and the emotional capacities are evolved in it.
These are not iterrdnpul by enlitie. irhirh pn.. from toly to tarty,
but l,y the universal or World Spirit of Man.

A nd cisowhero Abdul Baha observes:—
When we nay that the neamma, ns spring or winter, have
returned wo mean that the season characterised by certain
qualities or incident#, ns cold or rain or new growth of vegeta
tion, Ima returned, The association of qualities we call character
also recurs, and when a character with which we are familiar as
possessed by some individual of the past reappears in some
individual of the present, we are apt Io say that the former has
returned. Tide dor. not mean that nn entity haring thme
rhararterietie. ha. reappeared, but that the World Spirit of Man
has again displayed that character nr association of qualities.

Tho italics arc ours. The passages thus emphasised,
it will be seen, confirm tho views we have expressed in
‘ Light' from time to time when dealing with thequestion
of tho evolution of spirit. Abdul Baha ia clearly a thinker
ns well as a prophet.
Wo have been told of certain journals which refuse to
notice books dealing with psychical matters Whatever
may Im tho explanation of this attitude, it would appear
to have very little effect on the interest of the reading
public in such subjects, for it is hardly possible to open a
paper or magazine nowadays without finding an item
which hears in some way or another on the questions with
which ‘Light’ is concerned. This is especially the case
with some of our American contemporaries, Thus in recent
issues of ‘Current Opinion' nnd 'The Literary Digest,'
both high class magazines published in New York, wo find
articles on Telepathy, on the origin of life, with special
reference to tho question of a soul in mon, tho true
nature of matter and energy, and kindred topics. But in
almost every issue of these publications wo find allusions
to psychological acionce, The American mind is pro
verbially receptive to the influence of ideas, and even our
national insularity is apparently breaking down. As a
recent writer observed, ' our younger generation is becom
ing free from the English dislike of general ideas.' When
it has come oven partially to realise tho tremendous im
portance of the science of tho future lifo wo shall see great
changes in the perspective of the thinking world.

Meantime our popular press which has to pay particular
attention to tho limited intelligence of the bulk of its
readers handles the subject in its own fashion. We have
highly spiced accounts of ghosts nnd haunting!, of
‘ miraculous' cures, of clairvoyant visions, of verified
predictions, and so forth. Now nnd again there is a jibe
at believers iu the occult, inserted no doubt to protect tho
journals concerned from the suspicion of any sympathy
with such things. Not long ago a daily paper printed an
account of a discovery by two Continental experimenters
who, it was claimed, had proved that man lived after death
as on 'intelligent gaseous body I' (Wo have known some
journalists who would come under this description even
before death.) However, it shows that wo are moving, in
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tho true British spirit of compromise. Mesmerism, faithhenling, telepathy—bit by bit, our position is being
accepted, and we have no disposition to force the pace. .John
Bull is slow to accept a new idea, but when he has
thoroughly mastered it he is equally slow to let go. When
ho has quite grasped the idea of the human spirit tho
materialistic writers will have to fall into line or join a
small minority of grumbling reactionaries. It will be a
hopeless task to attempt to deprive the national mind of
its new truth.
Wo arc not always attracted by messages purporting to
be from the other side, and it is usually therefore with
some misgiving that we open a book purporting to contain
them. One dip, however, into a little shilling volume issued
by Messrs. C. W. Daniell of Amen Corner, E C. (‘Letters
to Friends on the Hidden Life,' dictated to Agnes Cook
by her mother in the Spirit World), proved it to be a well
of sweet thought and wise counsel. To ‘a young girl on
her betrothal ’ the writer says: ' Let your union, even now,
be a blending of souls, and your marriage one of those
which all too seldom are made in Heaven, by the consecra
tion of two lives to the service of others.’ ‘ A busy wife
and mother’is congratulated on ‘taking such an active and
beautiful part in the administration of the world,’ is urged
not to neglect the moments of silent prayer and aspiration
in the solitude of her chamber which will fit her for the
day's obligations, and is reminded that in order to fulfil
them easily and without worry, ‘the first thing to realise
is that every physical act has a spiritual counterpart ’:—
The ideal mother never performs the smallest service without
making it the symbol of a spiritual gift. Thus : she prepares
the meals for her little family, perhaps—how infinitely life-giving
and healthful will that food be if served with an inner prayer
that the daily bread of Heaven be sent to feed the soul from the
loving Father ! The so-called menial occupations of the day—
cleansing and sweetening the bedrooms, decoration of living
rooms with beautiful flowers, Ac.—may be elevated to acts of
worship by the aspirations and love-thoughts of the woman who
enshrines each object in a spiritual aura of purity and power.
The home which is tended by the mother herself, and has no
hired service, may be a temple of peace and healing to which
the beloved returns, after daily toil, with joy and thankfulness.
Her thoughts of love have reached him in the stuffy office,
perhaps, and have woven an invisible veil of protection around
him, a heaven which accompanies him wherever he goes.

It may be said that it needs no angel messenger to tell
ua these things. Perhaps not, but we can scarcely conceive
how any visitor from the beyond can bring messages more
helpful and better adapted to our work-a-day world.

It is beyond expression discouraging that tho stage of
absolute terrorism concerning airships and aeroplanes is
officially reached. Already alarmist writers in Fleet-street
are describing the possible horrors of fleets of airships with
bombs. These scaremongers are right for once: the only
thing wanted is devilry enough to do all they say. What
will the end of it bel No one can tell. No Government
appeals to religion or morality in any true sense of those
ill-used wools. No Government will take risks for
righteousness' sake. It is just possible that when the
nations realise, with the use of their senses or after an
experiment, what war in and from the sky means, the very
horror of it may atop war ; and yet, with tho experience
of the last few years in mind, we cannot be sure that the
horrors of war will stop it.
Wc still talk of 'the lower regions’when wo mean
Hell. Some day tho upper regions may out-Hell hell.
What then uro we to do 1 it may bo asked. Wo do not
hesitate for an instant about tho answer. England ought
to declare to tho world that whatever other nations do, it
will never use airships for destruction. Dangerous I
Possibly : but, if wo are not prepared for any sacrifice, let
us ccaso to profess to believe in the cross of Christ,
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ALLIANCE

A meeting of the Members and Associates of the Alliance
will be held in the Salon or tue Royal Society or British

Artists, Suffolk-street, Pall Mall East (near the Nalinul
Gallery), on
THURSDAY EVENING NA’XT. MARCH 27th,
When AN ADDRESS will be given by

MR. E. W. WALLIS
ON

‘Spiritual Emancipation by the Elimination of Fear.'
The doors will be opened nt. 7 o'clock, and the Address will le
commenced punctually at 7.30.

Admission by ticket only. Two tickets are sent to ah
Member, and one to each Associate, but both Members nd
Associates can have additional tickets for the use of friends oe
payment of Is. each. Applications for extra tickets, nccomptmal
by remittance, should be addressed to Mr. E. W. Wallis, Hot,
Secretary, IIO, St. Mar tin’s-lane, W.C.

Meetings will also be held in the Salon op ths Rout *
Society of British Artists, Suffolk-street, Pall Mall Eut,
S.W. (near the National Gallery), on Thursday evenings
Apr. 10—Mr. Angus McArthur on ‘The Psychic Elemental
Folk Lore.'
„ 24—‘Cheiro’ on 'Hands of Famous People.' With lantern
illustrations.
May 8—Miss Felicia Scatcherd on 1 Psychophasms and Skotographs ’ : psychic pictures produced in darkuea

MEETINGS AT 110, ST. MARTIN’S LANE, W.C.

Fob the Study of Psychical Phenomena.
Clairvoyance.—On Tuesday, April 1st, Mrs. I miaou mil r
give clairvoyant descriptions of spirit people at 3 p.m., aril
no one will be admitted after that hour. Fee, la each I)
Associates ; Members free; for friends introduced by then
2s. each.
Psychic Class.—On Thursday next, March 27th, at 5 p.m. I
prompt, trance address by Mrs. Mary Davies on The Aller
Life.’
Friendly Intercourse.—Members and Associates iw
invited to attend the rooms at 110, St. Martin’s-lane, on Friday
afternoons, from 3 to 4, and to introduce friends intercitei
in Spiritualism, for informal conversation, the exchange of
experiences, and mutual helpfulness.
Talks with a Spirit Control.—On Friday next, March S8tb,
at 4 p.m,, Mrs. M. H. Wallis, under spirit control, will
reply to questions from the audience relating to life here and on
* the other side,’ mediumship, and the phenomena and philosophy
of Spiritualism generally. Admission Is.; Membersand Associate
free. Memberr have the privilege of introducing one friend to
this meeting without payment. Visitors should be prepend
with written inquiries of general inlereet to submit to the control
Students and inquirers alike will find these meetings especially
useful in helping them to solve perplexing problems and to
realise the actuality of spirit personality.
Spirit Healing.—Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, lit.
Percy R, Street, the healing medium, will attend between
11 o.m. and 2 p.m., for diagnosis by a spirit control, magneto
healing, and delineations from the personal aurin
Special Notice.—On Wednesday nett, March 20th, u
Evening Meeting will be held at 110, St. Martin’a-lane, W.C,
at 8 o’clock, at which Mrs. Minnie Nordica will give clairrnyul ,
descriptions. Admission la each.
•LIGHT’: 'TRIAL’ SUBSCRIPTION
Aa an inducement to new and casual readers to becoiM
subscribers, we will supply ' Light ' for thirteen weeks,;wk /rw,
for 2s., as a 1 trial ' subscription, feeling assured that st. the
termination of that period they will find that they ‘cannot do
without it,’ ami will then subscribe at. the usual rates. Muy w
at the same time suggest to those of our regular readers »lw
have friends to whom they would like to introduce the paper,
that they should avail themselves of this offer, and forward L
us the names and addresses of such friends, mam receipt 4
which, together with the requisite postal order, we shall br
pleased to »cnd ’ Light ’ to them by post, as stated aliovc J
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A REMARKABLE AMERICAN MEDIUM.
‘ The Progressive Thinker ’ for March 1st contains an account
by Dr. A. B. Spinney of a wonderful stance he has had at the
home of Mr. Louis Wagner, of the firm of Wagner & Heins,
bankers, in the City of Onaway. Mr. Wagner's remarkable
powers as a medium have not long been discovered, as he only
began sitting a few months ago. Hitherto he has charged nothing
for his seances. The account proceeds : —
He placed a quarter cabinet across one corner of hia room.
The lamp was left burning, about one-half turned down, yet all
objects in the room were perfectly distinct. A handkerchief was
tied round each hand and limb ; I tied them in surgical knots
and just his face protruded through a dark cloth. In less than
five minutes hands were thrust out each side of his face and over
his head and down between the folds of the curtain, clear to his
feet. A music box was handed to these spirit hands whi' li was
taken into the cabinet and played upon. Trumpets were handed
in and voices spoke through the trumpets. Slates were handed
in, with a tiny piece of pencil between them. There were three
lines written, * We are glad to see you all.—Giles B. Stebbins?
Very soon after these conditions took place his hands were untied
by invisible power and the handkerchiefs thrown out through
the curtains. A coat was put on and his hands tied again. Very
soon all the papers and envelopes and everything in the pockets
were thrown out, half-way across the room. Very soon out
came the coat. The curtains were thrown aside and his hands
were tied just as I bad tied them. After these manifestations he
sat in the middle of the room, outside the curtain, with the
trumpets close by his side, and a circle was formed around him,
some ten or fifteen persons joining hands. He has a very tine
graphophone in his house, and some pieces of music were turned
on and the same music was sung through the trumpets, louder
and more distinct than those through the graphophone. When
the graphophone had ceased, then voices commenced speaking
through the trumpets.
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LIFE WITHIN AND WITHOUT THE VEIL.
By L. V. H. Witley.

Life : Bondace on Ecstasy ?—(Continued.)
Henry Ward Beecher once remarked that it took months
for some of his sermons to get ripe, and he entered a protest
against the delivery of unripe discourses. It would not have
surprised me if, instead of ‘months,’ the word ‘years’ had
been used. I am not myself setting out to preach sermons, but
simply passing on meditations on some subjects which have
lieen ‘ at the back of beyond' iu my mind for some time past;
maybe it would have been better if they had been allowed to
simmer a while longer, or to ‘ ripen,' as Beecher put it, but such
as they are, they are not, of course, intended in any way to be
regarded as exhaustive, but merely as starting-points from
which others may follow their individual path. The present
subjee . has so gripped me that, quite unexpectedly, 1 am obliged
to devote three articles to it instead of one.
*
‘ Our doubts are traitors,' and our fears are amongst our
worst enemies. There should be no parleying with ‘ traitors,'
and yet with our own hand we beckon them to us to rob us of
our peace and our usefulness. For the tragic thing about our
fears is that they tend to realise themselves. As one of the
latest books on Psychology puts it :—
General worry or anxiety about the progress of one's affairs
—a kind of foreboding that things will not come well, or that
one will prove a failure—is the most indefinite of all the fear
forces, and the effect of it is to weaken the personality so much
that ' ■ । y often the fears are realised.
The White Queen in ‘Alice's Adventures in Wonderland'
screamed loudly because her finger was going to be pinched. In
like manner, very many fears are born of forebodings as to what
The speakers included the medium's guide, Dr. Root, who
may Ire going to happen. If time were never wasted in crying
talked in medical language and on medical subjects ; Giles B.
over spilt milk, or in building (not castles, but) prisons iu
Stebbins, one of Dr. Spinney’s lifelong friends in Detroit ; J. R.
which we may never be confined, or bridges we may never need
Francis, the founder of‘The Progressive Thinker' ; Dr. H. 0.
to cross, how many precious hours would be saved and how
Walker, an eminent Detroit surgeon, who gave Dr. Spinney a
much pleasanter living would be both for ourselves and others I
timely caution against heedlessness in walking the streets of
In the account against fear, the utter futility of it has to be
Detroit (Dr. Spinney owns that in his mental abstraction he
added to the bondage of it.
would have been killed by a street car or automobile long ago
Take, for example, the fear of death, and of what lies
but for his wife and daughter) ; H. D. Barrett, Mrs. Shepard
beyond, which haunts so many people. The testimony of
Lillie, and Dr. H. C. Weimans, all of whom reminded the
medical men is that the death of the body is very far from
doctor of incidents during his past acquaintance with them (the
being the awful thing which fancy pictures it.? G. F. Walts’
lady especially is referred to as speaking in her own clear and
portraiture of death is not only suggestive and helpful along
natural voice) ; atid finally the doctor’s second wife, who told
this line, but is true to life—to the larger life. Watts never
him of certain things which would take place, spoke words of
represented death as a menacing figure. He pictures it as an
encouragement, and sent messages to his present wife and one
angel, albeit of sorrowful mien, and, again, as a woman, with
of the children—in short, proved that her affection, sympathy,
mother-like tenderness, gazing upon the flowers fading at her
and interest had grown rather than decreased since her transi
breath. ‘ I am glad I painted Death with that white robe,’ he
tion. Others in the room also talked with their loved ones.
said, as he himself drew near to the Beyond ; 'it makes it more
The master of the band that went down on the ill-fated ‘Titanic’
like an angel, and I often catch a glimpse of that white garment
spoke through the trumpet and gave a very fine piece of music,
behind my shoulder?
sounding as though it were on the violin.
The doctor
To those who fear what lies beyond, the words of‘J. B, of
adds:—
the ‘Christian World' (whose facile pen has wielded so sane
and widespread an influence on modern thought), may be
I can say that all these things occurred under strict test con
ditions. I was satisfied that Mr. Wagner was unconscious for
commended:—
over an hour, nnd had no knowledge of what had occurred,
The real wrong to religion, as well as the worst insult to
and while I have witnessed a great many trumpet seances and
human intelligence, is that offered by the doctrine which has
materialisations, I have never seen so much in so short a time,
held sway for so many centuries—that sinful man, after death,
and the reason I feel anxious that the world should know these
is met by an angry God, and is dealt with thereafter not by love,
truths is because Mr. Wagner is not a professional medium. He
but by an eternal vengeance, expressing itself in endless torment.
is a business man, and has not sought to make public any of his
As if God's nature could change because n man dies ! One might
work, but in a modest, humble way, without seeking, there has
as well say that a mother who meets her child's fractiousness
come to him this marvellous gift. His family are all in sym
with constant patience and love so long as it is awake, should
pathy with him, as are his neighbours and friends, and I inquired
change to a relentless fury the moment it falls asleep. Cun
of citizens, who are not Spiritualists, nnd they all give him the
we not trust God on the other side as well as on this I If
highest recommendation as a citizen, business man, temperance
num, nnd devoted husband nnd father.

A Physical Meiihm Wanted.- A correspondent who resides
at Bray, Co. Wicklow, Ireland, is anxious to secure the services
of n physical medium for sitting with several circles of earnest
inquirers in Dublin, nnd a materialising medium for a select
circle nt Bray. Should any medium read this who is willing to
visit Ireland, if he (or she) will send n letter addressed to' M. M.,’
> o the Editor of ‘ Light,' we -Until be happy to forward it to
mir correspondent.

* I am very glad to see that Mr E. W. Wallis is to lecture before
tho Alliance shortly on ‘Spiritual Emancipation by the Elimina
tion of Fear? Personally I am looking forward with great anticipa
tion to what the Editor of ‘ Light may have to say on this occasion.
t While preparing this article, an illustration of this came to mu
with .such appositenass that I mention it briefly here. Sir Isaac
Pitman, on Ins deathlxsl, uttered these words: ‘ To those who ask how
Isaac Pitman passed away, »ay, Peacefully, and with no more concern
Hum in passing from one room into another to take up further employ
ment. ' The Bishop of Ixmdon recently said that ho had been by
many deathbeds, but in nu instance hail tho dying person at the last
been afraid to die.
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God is love, lie is love everywhere ; in all the hells, rut in all
tbe heaven?.
There is an Attitude to life which ill neither bondage nor
ecstasy, and there is something in the iron stoicism of the follow
ing which makes im set our teeth and which appeals to the
divinity within us :—
In the fell clutch of circumstance
I have not winced nor cried aloud ;
Under the bludgeonings of chance
My head is bloody but unliowcd.
But these lines do not embody the whole of divinity, and
while we may admire the manifestation of an uncon^uered and
unconquerable spirit, many will not feel moved to emulation.
Il is otherwise, however, if wc turn once more to the gospel
preached by J. B.' :—

IVe are fxzily in want of a religion of cheerfulness. Faith
needs to I* relieved of its ancient background of gloom and of
terror. We have to be assn red that the universe means well by
ns, that the powers above are friendly and not hostile towards
us. . . Humanity has to lie taught to step out from fear into
love ; to learn that it has nothing to lie afraid of, in this or any
other world, but its own folly. The mysteries which surround
ns, in proportion as we solve them, disclose ever a secret of
beneficence, never one of malice. . . Let us cast out the fear
that paralyses ; that pula us under the heel of priests and
dogmatists ; tliat clouds human life with needless terrors. Let
us instead have the courage that believes in God, for all worlds,
and for all eternities.
Dr. Jolin Clilford has also fought manfully against the
diackics of ere lea i. ii tic ism and dogmatism, nnd although now
feeling the weight of yean be does not my ‘The former days
were better than these,' but'he is brimming over still with
youthful optimism. In issuing a new volume with the h ippy
title, * The Gospel of Gladness,’he rec tils how, fifty years ago,
he gave m a motto to the church to which he had just lieen
culled the verse, * For the joy of the Izird is your strength.1
Home time ago there came into my pfewession a little book
by Mr, Har ild Begbie, bearing the title of 1 The Happy Christ.'
The fact that al first sight such a cognomen comes with a sense
of strangcm-M, if not of incongruity, is a tribute to the elleclivenews with which the etilt of 1 the sorrowful Jeans' ha* been pursued. Yet' the happy Jesus' would surely lie much more true to
reality than ‘ the sorrowful Jesus,' for the Master certainly both
taught and lived the life of ecstasy, and in this, of course, he
was al one not only with the Old Testament at its highest nnd
treat, but with all th" seekers and mystics, who have always felt
tbit th« divin* life within th? human breast should manifest
itself as joy mid goodwill mid watnsy. If we study such evi
dence M is available we shall find that fear never blanched his
cheek, nor smote his heart His trust in his Father's love and
wisdom, end in the unven order of things, was absolute and
unfaltering. ' Fear not,' ' Be of good cheer,' ' Be not afraid,' is
again and again upon bit lip?, and the eMence ot Ins teaching
is the Fatherhood of Go I -with all that is impltwl in that
etprrMjon. ' Fear not ; it is your Father’s good pleasure to
give you the kingdom.’ In the environment of the spirit of
Jesus there was no place for four ; what he pleaded for was not
Ivar but love. Buch emphasis has been laid upon the pawlon
nnd death of Jeans that wc tend to regard him pre-eminently
m 'a man of sorrows,' as one dwelling largely in an atmosphere
of sodiiMa, it not of gloom This was not by any means his
own eonrafttioo. He never applied to himself the term ‘ a man
of ->rrow» , on the contrary, lie proclaimed a Go'psd of glad
nraa end of release. Tlis very word ‘ Gospel' carries with it
the significance of ‘iprrl news,' 'glad tidings' And the
messenger was worthy of the masaege, for he was no aacetie,
no bill-Joy, no mimrithrope, no recluse ; and
* O, it is very joy to 1st alive,'

■MM to ins more true to Ins heart end Ufa than to conceive
that
A mourner all his days wm he.'
Il must not to suppMel tliat ‘The Gvercom«r ' is represen
tative of the I’hrlstian attitude towards fear in relation to the
utureu, U'W in its strongly espr-UMed tolief that the World is
going more and moss- to tlw to I
Already I have shown that
men suh as'J. B.’ami Dr. Clillord view life from a vastly
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different standpoint; mid I break off to day by reproducing s
sentence or two which fell from the lip. of Dr. F B. Meyer Ou
other day in my hearing : ' The world is moving into the sun
light ; it in advancing by leaps mid bounds towards the spiritual.'

(To be contliulal.}

THE VOICE PHENOMENA.
Convixcinu Evipkkok or Bruin flnrunN.

By Jam km Coatkh.
(Continued. front page

126,)

A Btartlixo Sronv.
July 1.3th, R p.m. A lady, whom I will call ' Mrs. Morris'
(although that is not her name), was suddenly touched by the
trumpet, mid an intelligence, who, ‘Dr. Sharp' said, wm htr
mother, tried to addreHS her. The lady cried nut in fright sad
the spirit was too overcome with emotion to speak. Shortly
aftei wards a little darkey, we were informed, trie') to Addies
Sira. Morris, but the latter was still lalxiuring under ths
fright, mid probably had her mind disturbed by the failure d
her mother to speak ; consequently she did not understand tin
i
little stranger, who, after a vain attempt to speak and chw
her, told her she was stupid.
‘Dr. Sharp’ ordered thr
invisible away. I would not have mentioned these incidents
had it not been for what occurred later.
Mrs. Morris had been at the three prior stances, bub u
already indicated, had received nothing evidential. Hhe cane
again on July 16th, and I told her I wav afraid it would Mt I*
possible to admit her, as my list was complete. She was nrf
disappointed, so I told her to wait. At the last moment a
sitter was detained and I gave her the vacant seat. Tbe oUmt
which had many memorable features, was marked by the eitraordinary revelations which Mrs. Morris received. Her
mother came again, and, the sitter being more self-controlM.
communion was this lime possible.
The Voice : ‘He never did it.’ ‘Who never did it?’ Tin
Voice (in mi agony to be understood) : * He never did it! * ‘Who
never did it, mother ?’ The Voice (Mill crying) : ‘ Will ye no
forgie me < I did it masel.'
Mrs. Morris, greatly affected : * I've nothing to forgive Jon
You were too good a mother to commit suicide.’
Mr. John Duncan : ‘ Poor soul, her first thought is to right
a wrong, and prevent the blame falling on the wrong body.1
The Voice: 'He never did it.’ ‘Who?’ ‘He went shoot
the house, an’ ye heard his steps in the lobby three weeks after.'
Mrs. Morris : ‘ We always thought he did it, for liedreappeared
as soon as your body was found.’ The Voice : ‘Oh, forgie me'
I did it iiiasel, twas my ain blame.’
I am compelled to summarise. Bit by bit the following
story of a wrecked life came out ft appears the departed—io
many respects a loving mother and devoted woman—was driven to
drink, through the treatment she had received from her husband.
Thu habit unfortunately grew upon her. The man who wai
blamed for her death certainly came aliout, and rhe wanted
nothing to do with him. One night, when already under the
inllueuce of drink, she went out to get more, mid Mumbled into
the water. Her body was not discovered till three weeks later.
Mrs. Morris excitedly : *T«II me, mother, where were you
drowned V This was explained. ‘What state was your laxly in
when found V This was answered. ‘And oh, mother, how was
it you were kepi down so long ?'
‘Dr. Sharp' here broke in, as the spirit was crying,
nnd said ; * My dear, good woman, wc arv all friends here, and
I do not want to hurt your feelings ; your mother's holy
drifted to where it was. The longer It lay there, it was held
the faster, owing to the laxly and lin»L« swelling. It was held
down by the hair being caught under atones, mid by her right
arm and left foot; the Ixwl (wing under the atones.'
'Iliis was evidently correct, tor Mrs. Morris declared ihil
when the Ixaly was found nnd Identified, part of the hair wm
gone, the right arm was lorn from the shoulder, nnd the left
foot was mangled and the lxx,t torn off. This won a Md sad
terrible confirmation. The points also cl«mnd up by this ushappy Indy were, that aha had not Iwen murdered as siupo t»l,
neither ho/l she committed suicide, but hail in n state of inebria
lion lost her way and fallen into the river, and, lastly, her in*
ten»st anxiety Was to free some unhappy man, regards)— in
thought—by Mrs. Morris, her sister, and friends as a murderer.
Mrs. Morris mmingu'l to ask, ' Have you seen fat hurl'
father pri-dewased her niothnr **v»n»l weekThe Voice ; *Xn
He has lac work ooi his ain eilvntion. He'll han an a'fu' lot to
dae. lie needs yer sympathy and prayers.*
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Among olher things the ‘ Voice ' said : 1 Freddie in wi’ me, an'
a great comfort toe me.' This Freddie in Mr*. Morris’s daughter,
who piuaed over live years ago.
ft transpired that this disaster hiip|u-ned seven year, ago, and
this wan the very first time dm derailed had tarn able to com
■nunirate, and had not Mra. Morris been so insistent to stay,
evidently-impressed to do ho, thia opportunity would have Iwn
InsL Should ever the poor man charged widi the murder of
Hn, Morri*'* mother read three page*, he will learn tlm true facta
now for the first lime revealed. As soon an the Indy was found
be lied the country, and lum never been heard ol since.
Poor Mrs. Morris found great relief in the mystery being cleared
up by these 'voice' manifestations. She said, ‘I knew she
never did it ; a better mother never lived.' Lt those who
will, deride Wiance-room manifestations, but none of tlm fourteen
persons present will readily forget this night’s er|s rienee.
As to the whole evidence ; here we have information
about a departed person which neither the medium, the sitters,
nor a soul on earth could know anything about. The most
feasible explanation is that the information came from an in
telligence in the invisible—viz., Mrs. Morris’s mother.
Statement by Mrs, Agnes M’A Ulster, recently residing at
Blythewood-place, 213, Great Western road, Glasgow.
This Imly, who is the wife ot Mr. David M'Allistci, engineer
ing superintendent, Cairo and Egyptian flailways, was pleaw.d
to grant me an interview on July 22nd, 1912, during which she
gave me her impressions of the Wriedt stances that she attended.
She said ;—

'1 was present on Wednesday, July 17tli, when Mr. Stead
< therealwed and spoke, I did not know Mr. Stead, but recognised
him from public prints. He was also recognised by several
present. I heard his voice addressing Mrs. Coates and you ami
the uthcra present, and authorise you to use my name in evidence
of the facts.
'I was present on July I3tb, at the evening sitting There
were several etherealisations, some of which were recogniaed by
other*. The voices were varied, from the loud expressions of
“Dr. Sharp" to the tender voices of children, but I did not get
anything for myself.'
'What were your general impressions alzout the Wriedt
w'*nces?' I asked.
‘I was pleased ’hat so many sitters heard voices which
they recognised, to know that Mr. Galloway was ho delighted
in seeing his Ixzy's face, and to hear that you recognised
the face of your aunt. But what impressed me most was the
revelation of identity marie by Mr. Wright's father—how the
difficulty in speaking wax explained by Mr. Wright's father
having lost his tongue, and about his having been numtal by
drttg», before he passed over ; the questioning* by Mr. David
Wright, ami the effect the convincing answers had on Mr. ami
Mra Wright ami all present The next best case was the
evidence received by Mra. Morris about her mother1 * fate, as told
by her " dead " mother, each statement being so earnest ly given,
until Mra. Morris admitted that it was indeed her mother *p aking. If I bed had no other evidence, those two instances would
have fully convinced me of the genuineness of Mrs, Wiiedt's
mediumship and the importance of the phenomena.'
' What were your own ex periencea, Mrs. M’AUister I' I asked.
‘Al the silting on Bunday evening, July I I Lb, my sister
ratne. 1 could not recognise her voice, as she piw<l over wlmn
f was a child three years old. She gave me the name “ Tillie,"
Instead of "Christine.” Her name is "Teenie," hr short. She
wm pleased to 1st able to come and have a talk with um. There
were so many " Teenies ” present, am! where she was she bsik and
preferred to give the name “Tillte." That was it small matter,
Khe aeenud well acquainted with my husband, my family and
mysrlf. Him spoke to me abmit going abroad, about which I
had nol fully made up my mind, and urged me tn go. She
told rue about my husband, saying he won well, and John was
well, or rather he wax now better.
Sho told me that my
tiger Lizzie in South Africa wax well, that I was to
make my mind easy about my daughter in India, and
that they (my daughter, her husband, and child) were well,
adding that sho (Tillie) was going to Egypt with me. Other
detail* wen: given which were private, and which were
absolutely true.
I am quite certain Mrs. Wriedt km-w
nothing whatever about me, my family nlfaira, my husband's
relation*, ut mine. “ Dr. Sharp " spoke to me in further elucida
tion of my •isW* remarks, billing me I wax concerned about
money matters, and that I would get a letter, which I did two
days afterward x.
'On Mondsy, July L'ith, at 2 p.m, my mother came Lome
end q«k» of mnltera ot a private nature, affecting the welfare
-4 th» family. She told me, among other things, that the pre

lure on my breast (in photo token by Mr. Wyllie) wax Iwo..
My mother died when I wa« oven years old. 1 did not reinember her well, but the 1ikenow to my sister Lizzie in Houth
Africa is tn<mt marked,
' My mother -pok-- freely to m<- about my hudzind awl
children, about matters which content**! me, and told me how
delighted she wax to know I was going out beside him.
‘ For reason* quite clear to you, I do not wish you to give the
whole conversation ; but. the evidence, as yon must admit, w*.
most marked. At ’In evening silling my Im-IximlS father spoke
tn me in the direct voice, He was delighted to know J was
going out to bis -on, end 1 was to give hie me- age My fatherin-law nd vised me aixiUl my family and told me I need have no
anxiety about my te?ys, whom f'must leave behind. “Dr.
Kharp" spoke to me in a loud and kindly way, ami .aid, f
believe to encourage me; “Go to Egypt your place is beside
your husband. Jame* isable to take care of himself ; the school
will look after George ; yon take care of your husband. We
will look after yon. Have no anitet/, for all will to- well with
your b.y- in your alisence,"'
‘ Was there anything else which itnprcM&l you f1 I a*ked.
‘ Ves, I thought it curious that, prior to motiving a message
from any of my friends, I was sprinkleri with holy water
shortly before the prayer and uddn-s« of Cardinal Newman,
hut when I got nothing for myself f was not vpiinktod. While
I should have liked tn get messages from others whom I knew,
these iriancea were the most extraordinary and convincing I ever
attended.’
With tins conclusion I cordially egreerj. The foregoing is a
correct iratw ript of my note* taken on July 28ml at Glenlzeg
House.
In 'confirmation of the statements made’ by Christina
(Tilly), that Mra. M'Allreter was to make her mind easy about
her daughter in India and that her husUndand child were well, I
have received a letter from Mra M'Allister's son-in-law, Mr.
Oscar E. Drummond (who had not written me for over a year),
dated Octolier I6tb, 1912, Bunder Ibex), Karachi, in which
among olher things he writes, ‘ I enclose you a photograph of
my "wee angel," as I call her. A child that never cries and to
never sick (don't forget, I am a Christian Scientist). She his
eight teeth now and to trying to talk. . . Mrs Drummond to
Al and to getting quite uv-d to the Iridian heat. I emarteinJy
hard worked, but to me that to port of the pleasure* of fife.'
The foregoing extract from a long letter tells ite own tale,
and note, Mr. Drummond did nol know nor did anyone tell him
of the sJaucea which Mrv. M'Allister, bi* mother-in-law, had
been attending. Mra. M'Allwter, who left Scotland in due
course and to now residing in Egypt (addrera, E. S II Institute,
Boulm. Cairo), -an confirm the correclm -.- of the forgoing
interview.
(To
nifdifiiirrl.)

A PERTINENT QUESTION.

Among the experiences narrated by Mrs. <>. K. Smith in‘The
American Spirituali»t' a* having occurred in the uotirae of her
early travels with Amelia Colby (afterward- Mra. Colby-Luther)
we come tcroM an amueing incident. While in Houston, Texas,
the Spirilualtote were treated every Sunday to pulpit denuncia
tion*, till Mra. Colby wiled a challenge to x public dtocumion,
the audience to be invited to pw judgment on the ozutestanu.
The clergy thereupon cIiom the Itev, Dr. Freeman to debate
with the lady. Ori the night fixed the hall was packed.

All went smoothly till Dr. Freeman made the a**rtion that
a day in Bibb- time* did not nece-arily mean a literal day as in
our times, but might mean a ihiMMnd yeara. At thia juncture,
Mr*. Coiliy said, ' I would like to a*k my tamed brother a
question on that point, if I may !»• permitted.' ‘ Certainly,
certainly. Mra. Colby,' h< -.nd, in hto politest manner. ‘ Granting
that a day might mean a thousand years,' she oaid, ‘ I would like
to ask how long he lliougbt Jonah must have lain in the stomach
of the whale V
Al this the audience barat into a storm of applause. The
preacher was eomewhat disconccrtwl ami wain became abusive,
calling the SpiriUaltote free lovers and olher thing* which he
thought equally as laid. The decision was awarded to Mra.
Colby by the committee. The chairman thanked her for the
ladylike manner iu which she had treater! her oppztient, saying
he wtohed be could uiy as much for him.
* Mra. Wruzlt could not have known my budiand by name or that
Ini wm in Cairo, that my daughter Win in India, or that I liar! a 'inter
in Knuth Afro ». or that I had two soil* ill Glu-gow whom I -l.ould
firnc to leave if I went to Egypt,—A. M’A.
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AT EASTERTIDE.
A vast amount of learning and research has been devoted
of late years to inquiry into the origins of religious beliefs
and their accompanying rites and ceremonies. And this is
especially the case with tbe observance of Easter-tide. We
are told of solar myths ; of ancient festivals connected with
the changing of the seasons, and how these have been
adapted to tbe needs of later religions, undergoing in the
process transformations that changed their entire signifi
cance. With a certain type of critic the scientific
demonstration of the real origin of religious rites and
ceremonies has been sufficient to prove tbe falsity of the
religion with which they are associated, and the discoveries
recorded have led to no little disquiet and perplexity
amongst those who were willing to inquire into the truth of
their own doctrines. They found their faith unsettled, and
for the most part they derived little comfort from their
religious pastors and masters, who could only take refuge
from the destructive criticism in a cloud of words, or a
denunciation of the doubter. It never seemed to occur to
them that the enemies of their faith were merely explaining
one problem by means of another, and that however
damaging their explanations might seem when applied to
one particular form of religion, Religion itself in tho large
sense was rather strengthened than undermined by tbeir
criticism. They had proved that certain religious
observances bad a quite different significance from that
popularly attached to them, and there they bad left the
question. It was the outcome of that old weakness for
finding final and absolute explanations of things. This
rite, that ceremony does not mean thin, it means that. Yes.
but why the rite, why the ceremony? Why was it that
these earth-born creatures (which you, the critic of religion,
tell us had no souls and no relation to any world but this)
conceived all this array of mystery and symbol 1 Strange
that those ignorant and savage races, with no book-learning
and no science, should yet build up systems of religious
observance so complex and so full of emblematical meaning
as to astonish tho learning of these latter days ! Moreover,
many of these ancient forms and ceremonies were intimately
linked up with tho belief in a world of spirits and its close
association with this world, so that the appeal to antiquity,
while it may show that different interpretations have crept
in, docs not touch the centra) question—the religious instinct
in the race—except to confirm its reality.
Eastor-tido, then, however its origins may bo explained,
retains for us tho essential beauty of religious symbolism.
We may differ from the interpretation placed upon it in
certain aspects, but our difference would be mainly in tho
direction of enlargement. Tho rising of tho spirit, its
Victory over death, is to us a truth of universal application.
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The Egg. as an emblem of tho mystery of life and its
unfoldment from a hidden centre, has for our minds a
general significance. It embodies a cosmic idea. Its onl
form enshrines a whole kingdom of spiritual truth. To
the deeper vision the whole of Nature is full of sacramental
meanings—‘the whole world is an omen and a sign.’ ‘He
hu risen,’ the Sun after his fall into the wintry glooms, tbe
Christ after his descent into tho darkness of tho under
world, the Soul after the brief eclipse of death.
Nature’s Book of Mystery and Vision holds for us the
key to all the parables. ‘Everything passes,’ but nothing
passes utterly. At tbe heart of the deepest midnight is the
‘ budding morrow? At one point of the great Spiral move
ment there is an apparent disappearance, a seeming descent,
but at each re-emergence a higher level is attained.
Equipped with this faith, the joy of Easter may be oun
in full measure, joy in the returning animation of Nature,
and in the inextinguishable life of the Spirit, for ever rising
out of the cloud and the dark. If it be true that some of
our modern religious customs were derived from Pagan
sources it is surely the glory of Christianity that it has
redeemed them to spiritual uses. If Easter in the ancient
world was simply the feast of the returning Sun—that and
nothing more—then the ritual took a deeper meaning when
it celebrated the rising from death of a Great Soul. Its
significance was enlarged and illuminated. And if weseek
further to develop the meaning so that the one sou) shall
be typical, in a greater or less measure, of the rest, then we
are only following the course of religious evolution. For
the progress of life is both ascendant and expansive. The
sheaf bursts ; the shell breaks ; the consciousness flows out io
ever-widening circles. Every seeming contraction is only J
the prelude to a fresh effort towards expansion, and every
repetition of the process is on a higher plane to that which
preceded it. That is one of the lessons for us of Easter
tide—the rising of life, the ascent of the soul. Its message
is illustrated by the renewed life of tbe woodsand meadows
—by bursting buds, and all the myriad signs of Spring.
And looking round on the pageant of Nature at this season,
we remember that we are looking not upon a revival from
death, but an awakening from sleep. The spirit of life was
merely dormant. It is not as though the fire having
smouldered away has had to be re-kindled. All the imagery
that turns upon the idea of death as a reality is merely
based upon appearances. The true triumph of life is the
triumph over illusion. The enemies it scatters arc but a
host of shadows.

•COMFORT YE, MY PEOPLE?
For ages men have maligned God, and, thinking lo ’ glorify
Him, have blasphemed Him ; attributing to Him their own
fears, or even tbeir own harshnesses, exaggerating their wont
characteristics and calling the product ‘ God? Here u »
selection from 1 seven hundred Evangelical Hymns1 ;—
‘ In vain for mercy now they cry.
In lakes of liquid lire they lie,
There on the flaming billows losscd,
Forever, oh, forever, lost ! ’

‘ Do not believe it? we can almost hear the Heavenly
Father say, 'Think better of me than that. “ Comfort yr,
my people,” and let this terrorism cense?
We Spiritualists believe that this reall/ m Ilie niexaige of
Heaven to earth. We know that much inlifu seams to Udi agsinA
this, but sorrow and pain nnd trouble only make this toucliInK
appeal more necessary ; and, of thia we may be sure, tint
even it this appeal did not come from Heaven—it it quM
only from the sympathetic heart of some gracious child nl
earth, it is good nnd beautiful all the -ume ; for, Heaven or in
Heaven, God or no Gal, there is nothing letter for us ihsn
this—to lighten Ilie world’s burdens ; to smooth the rough
places; to comfort the dusjamding, the lonely, the lectin; to
put laughter into children's faces instead of tears.
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WHAT SPIRITUALISM MEANS TO ME,
AND SOME MESSAGES.
An Address uy Miss Estelle W. Stead.
There wns a crowded audience on Thursday evening, the
13th insL, at the Royal Society of British Artists, Suffolkitrcet, Pall Mall, to welcome Miss Estelle W. Stead when she
addressed the Members and Associates of the London Spiritualist
Alliance on ‘ What Spiritualism means to me, and some
Messages.'
Mr. Henry Withall, vice-president, in opening the meeting,
said : ' We arc to-night to have the pleasure of hearing an address
from the daughter of our old and respected friend, Mr. W. T.
Stead, a man whose reputation, I believe, will grow year by year,
l>ecausc he was one of those individuals whom it is difficult
to see as a whole. When weare close to some noble building we
see a wealth of detail but cannot grasp its character ns a whole ;
only as we recede from it are we able to do this. In the same
way I think that Mr. Stead was much larger than the majority
of people imagined. He was so enthusiastic : he fought such
a great fight for the right ; he was ever anxious to throw all
bis eneigy and force of character into work which he felt was
for the good of mankind. And all these grand qualities were
helped, as I think, by the spirit influence which he as a psychic
drew to himself. The great causes he took up are gradually
now coming to the front, and in their culmination his reputa
tion will grow. He was willing to do anything he could for
the cause of peace and progress, and we feel that his zeal for
good works has been inherited by his daughter. To-night we
welcome her for her father’s sake, but the next time she visits us
we shall, I have no doubt, gladly welcome her for her own. She
has ever been in sympathy with her father’s work, aud to-night
she has come to tell us of the messages she has received.'
Miss Stead was received with very hearty applause, and
although a little nervous at the outset, was soon on good terms
with her audience. She explained that she was neither a lecturer
nor a public speaker, but she made a very promising Je/od in
both capacities, speedily winning the sympathy and appreciation
of her hearers, who greatly admired her ftank and outspoken

manner. She said :—
What Spiritualism means to me is a large subject to
undertake to explain, for Spiritualism
means so much
tome. It makes so much clear which would otherwise lie in
explicable, it helps one to realise and understand the whys and
the wherefores of many things that otherwise would be impos
sible—it makes life here so full of interest, and, indeed, it. is
difficult for me to understand what life must be to those who do
not share my belief or have some belief akin to it. I mean,
more especially, those who assert that they believe that this life
endsail. With all due deference to these people, I find it diffi
cult to believe them. I always feel when talking to them that
they want to believe this, but deep down somewhere there is a
conviction that there is more.
Think what infinities my belief opens out for me. I believe
that I was first individualised when I was bom into this human
body, and my initiation began when I was conceived, nnd my
parents’ condition either helper! or hindered my development.
Before this 1 was part of the Eternal Spirit,
I am still part of
that Spirit, but an individual Ego, and so faros I can realise now
1 shall never lose my individuality. I do not know what may
happen as I progress, but niy belief now is that I shall never lose it.
That divine, eternal spark in me is as a precious jewel encased
in my material body, and it rests in my power over the material
body as to how much this spark can manifest, and on that
depends what I shall make of my life here and to how far I
shall realise tho life to come. My belief is that the spark in
each is practically of the same intensity at birth, but some bodies
•re crippled by tho mediums by which they were born—thus
nuking it almost impossible for the spark to penetrate, and a
reemingly impenetrable hairier is raised. It is difficult to say
why or wherefore, but that it is so I am certain. Then again,
around ua are influences divine and others helping Us onward,
pi which that divine -quirk within is anxious and lunging to
respond—but if the mind nnd body ure corrupt, this is impossible.
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Some are able to open the way more easily than others, and so
get into the higher vibrations, and it is amongst these that we
find genius—great divines, great prophets and others—great sin
ners, murderers, and usurers, &c., for, alas, the door may open for
bad as well as good, and it all depends on how we control and
order the mind nnd body here as to what the influences will be.
I do not believe there is one of us here on the earth plane but
has, in a more or less degree, some attribute that belongs to a
kindred spirit on the other side. We vibrate together, I feel
certain. Painters, for instance, are drawn to those on earth who
ate gifted with artistic faculties. Musicians, writers, and every
one in a greater or smaller degree attract those who can help

develop them.
My father, writing on this subject since his
parsing, says : ' Those are together who think together. Some
are quiet spirits, some are impetuous like myself. Everything
is free, even our own way of getting near the light' C Harbinger
of Light’).
I believe everything is thought, and thought to me is possible

between the two worlds ; mind works on mind to a much greater
extent than is imagined. The more we can tune our minds aud
bodies here to lie pure, the more susceptible shall we find
ourselves to the influences around, and because we nre clean we
shall be strong to combat the evil and admit the good. We are
each and all of us building up our future life by the manner iu
which we live here—this is what Spiritualism has taught mo
il is in our own hands, mid it is not how we appear to each other
that counts. It is what we are. Very often the man who
commits a crime on a sudden impulse will have n much better
position when he crosses the border than some who outwardly
have appeared to observe all the lows of the Church aud within
have harboured revengeful and lustful thoughts aud been pulled
up with pride at their position of authority. (Applause.)
The one fact that stands out clearly to me is individual
responsibility, unlimited power of self-development. Over all
are Love and Justice. I believe compensation is given to ill
who antler for the sins of others—the vices of parents, &c. So
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often tho instrument through which one is born is not fit to
bring a human being'into the world, and such as are born in bad
conditions have to struggle all their lives here, but on passing,
ample reparation, I feel sure, will be made for the wrong-doer
during this little span of earth-life—and away ahead lies a long
road of development before every soul. So in this belief there
can be no despair. This life does not end all. We work and do
our best here, knowing that we shall have opportunities to
develop to a far greater extent on the next stage of our journey,
and so on, and so on.
As to the possibility of communion, I am as certain of it as I
am that I am standing here amongst you to-night. (Applause.)
For some the veil between is very t hin—but we make our own
conditions, and I by my fear of getting the message incorrectly
have made it often impossible to get any message at all. I have
had some of the most splendid proofs of authentic messages ;
still as soon as it comes to getting messages about anything I

cannot absolutely check, I begin to doubt the infallibility of the
receiver.be it myself or another—not their good faith. But when
one thinks of the difficulties, the cross-currents that may come
in, one becomes timid and at once it is more difficult. If we
have faith we shall achieve miracles, but without faith we can
do nothing.
My father, in a message since his passing, wrote : ‘ Would
that you could see how rare it is for clear, direct spiritual inter
course to take place. I see people sitting in circles who are the
victims of lower spirits ; I see people having visions shown to
them which are positively misleading, simply because they are in a
low grade of development. People actually believe all these
things, want to lie told what to do.' I, myself, think the reason
why Spiritualism is scoffed at by so many is due to the
feeble representation of psychic, facts, and because that
presentation is, to a great extent, in the hands of those
who trade on it and so it becomes mixed up with fortune
telling, &c., and harm is done. Often you find, through
some prophecy coming true or the success in getting a message
from some relative, people will be carried away and think that
for the rest of their lives they must be guided through this
channel. This is absolutely wrong. They have been vouchsafed
a glimpse, given a sign that there is a world around, a conscious
ness of which they bad not been aware. If instead of realising
this and educating themselves up to this standpoint, they are for
ever going to a medium for guidance in their affaire, it will be
the beginning of weakness and of the soul's degradation. Ail
the while the most glorious communication is ready to be
granted to those who seek in spirit and in truth for the great
reality of it alt. (Applause.)
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Father writes : ‘To see the ordinary Spiritualists' meetings,
and the low presentation of this glorious truth, is enough to
make the angels weep. It is such a travesty of all we want
people to know.’ He says that if any call upon him through
sympathetic thought, he sends a vibrationary ray down to them,
although conditions may be such that no authentic message may
be given. It is so difficult, he says ; his thoughts get mixed with
the thoughts of the sitters. He tells me it is very difficult toget
definite messages through my hand. I can get general ideas and
impressions, but I am not passive enough, my mind is too active,
it at once jumps to conclusions.
But in humanity marvellous powers are latent, and gradually
as these are developed I believe all these difficulties will clear
away, and then we shall see face to face—those on either side of
the Borderland will converse with each other. 1 But there is
only one way to alter this,' father writing since his pissing says,
‘not by sitting in circles, seeking for tests, seeking to be told
what to do, where to go—but by growing daily nearer the
Source of Light? The nearer the Light the more advanced the
soul, the more perfect the message. Each must be his own saviour;
it lies with each individual to make his own progress. The
power is here ; it lies with us to take advantage of it. (Applaiua)
Again, Spiritualism helps us to realise the responsibility of
our position. Take war, for example—think of the suffering
and agony those responsible for wars are bringing on themselves
—for everyone responsible for sacrificing another soul is answer
able for that soul, and surely those who make wars are responsible
for all killed in those wars and will have to work out their own
redemption when they pass on. Writing about this, father
says: ‘Think, if you can, of the horrors of a battlefield and
of the thousands hurried over here dazed and unfit, for spiritual
life. Great bands go to help their passage over—comfort them
as they may—but even archangels are powerless to raise a spirit
—it must grow itself. It is so terrible a sight that would it
were possible for the eyes of kings and politicians and generals
and all who urge on war to see scenes that have been wit
nessed by me during this latest war. Oh, the horror of
it all I The insensate madness of the great majority
on the earth plane! Some of these victims of the battle
field are higher than others, but the average soldier’s
life militates against the spirit’s growth. They gravitate
as a rule to the prison houses, to the darkness of the spheres ’
(‘Harbinger of Light’).
It is only when they begin to grow
discontented with their surroundings and long for something
better that they can progress, and guides are waiting to help
them onward—for all there is progression, but the desire must
come from within each separate one of us.
Father says : ‘The great law of progression through service
to others prevails throughout—everyone of you still in the flesh ’
who tries to turn another towards the Light,’ meaning, I take it,
to help others to realise their individual responsibility, ‘is doing
what every aspiring spirit from the lowest to the highest spheres is
doing as a means of spiritual growth ; it is in your hands to choose
the way you will go.’ And I believe we are surrounded by invisible
helpers who will guide and help if we will let them. (Applause.)
(To be continued.)
ABDUL
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‘ Those who believe in a reincarnating entity support their
theory by claiming that it is necessary to the equalisation and
balance of justice. They say that if n man is evil he will be
born again in this world to suffer for his misdeeds. When they
see a good man suffering, they say he is suffering in judgment for
sins committed in a previous life. . . Now this reasoning is
bail, and if thought out to the end it cannot stand. Were it
valid, the sufferings of all great beings are to be attributed to
their evil deeds in a previous life. One must conclude from it
that Jesus, who endured ns great tribulation as could be heaped
upon a man, suffered because of his sins. What great reformer,
prophet, or sage has not suffered ? Were their sutferings in
retribution for their wins t God forbid. This reasoning
also requires ua to conclude that Hannibal and Napoleon were
the most admirable of men, since their victories and successes
must have resulted from previous good deeds. The principle
itself is wrong?—From ‘ Abbas Effendi : His Life and Teach
ings,’ by Myron H. Phelps.
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reputations of the various witnesses as regards veracity and sound
judgment, might we not expect some valuable additions to Ire
made to our knowledge ! If this were done after a series of
By H. T. Pemberton.
sittings with a medium of high character, there would probably
be found a large mass of well-attested facts pointing, as clearly as
Presuming that the usual preliminary test conditions have
the most judicial mind could require, to excarnate intelligence,
been complied with, and the medium is accepted as a person
persistence and identity.
of honour and credibility, may it not sometimes be possible to
Dogmatic assertions as to dark stances are particularly open
extract valuable evidence from sittings where one of the neces
to criticism, and the time has arrived when, for the sake of the
sary conditions is the exclusion of light ? We find that the
movement, it is unwise to permit them to go unchallenged.
most wonderful of Nature’s miracles need, as an essential condi
All evidence tendered is surely worth examination ; to
tion, darkness, in order to produce the required results. Yet
argue otherwise would be illogical. Yet frequently, because the
we do not for that reason distrust the evidence, or deny that
public mind is prejudiced against Spiritualism, this fact will
these wonders take place because we do not actually witness
not be admitted. Many well-balanced, intelligent persons, who
them.
have had valuable personal evidence at dark stances, permit
The seed must germinate in darkness. Our own mysterious
sweeping assertions to go by default, instead of bearing witness
entry into this phenomenal world is from darkness into light,
to their own experiences, when they have had abundant and
and so, too, is our departure therefrom ; in both instances dark
well-verified evidence, which, taken in the aggregate, affords
ness being evidently a condition requisite to the manifesting of
the most convincing testimony in connection with this alllife, and to the rebirth on the spit it ual plane.
important investigation in which we are engaged.
That wonderful science, photography, requires its dark room
Take, for instance, the recognition by some sitter of the
to develop the picture. Also for the development and continu
voice of some friend or relative passed on, followed by re
ance of our own earth existence, night must alternate with day.
minders of little incidents in the past lives of both that
cannot be known to the medium or anyone else present; the
To produce electricity we cannot dictate our own conditions.
delicate touches on face and hands without fumbling, and as
The genie refuses to appear unless the right lamp is rubbed in
unerring as though in full light; the particulars sometimes
the prescribed way.
given, and afterwards verified, of a person totally unknown to
As a matter of fact, no scientist is in a position to arrange
medium and sitters, who has recently passed over; the different
his own conditions as regards his particular line of in
languages spoken, of which the medium is totally ignorant,
vestigation. He must walk humbly, often stumbling in the
and the familiar phrases, methods, and tricks of speech, such as
darkness of his insufficient knowledge, ere he arrives
the repeated use of certain words, which gives the sitter such
toilsomely at the precise surroundings, instruments or
certainty of the identity of the communicator. Is all such evi
ingredients, &c., that will enable him to produce the longdence to go for nothing because darkness was a condition
laboured-for results.
Even then he is hardly entitled to be
termed the producer—rather the medium—assisting in the dis
required by the friends on the other side ?
What of the spirit lights so often seen ? Light would be a
covery of what had always been there—in the darkness—waiting
hindrance there, and also in the case of those gentle, unerring
to manifest itself to our dense earth-bound sight when the
touches. These are only selected instances, making no mention
correct conditions should be provided.
of materialisations where the full form often has a luminosity
Now, if darkness be one of the required conditions, does he
of its own, and in addition sometimes carries its own spirit
haughtily stop his investigations and say, * No, I will not
light.
arrive at the consummation I desire by these methods, because
If all these evidential phenomena, hundreds of times re
they do not please me nor fit iu with my preconceived ideas.
peated, are unworthy of consideration, even though testified to
Even though the results, if achieved, would benefit humanity,
by numbers of otherwise sane and reliable people, of all classes,
yet, rather than continue investigating on the lines indicated, I
ages, and professions, then it may fairly be asked—What is it
prefer to let the matter drop’? No, the discoverer, scientific
that we really want ? Is the inquiry to be based on the pre
or otherwise, is usually glad to avail himself of any and every
liminary assumption that everyone connected with the matter
method that may in the least assist him to obtain his object.
is linked in a dark and dire conspiracy to humbug and defraud I
If this be true, as regards material matters, are we justified
But that is absurd. Then why refuse to consider or admit
in rejecting all evidence that comes to us in the much more
the evidence 1
delicate realm of psychic research, where, for reasons that we
By persistent and inveterate doubt we frustrate the efforts
arc not in a position to criticise, darkness—as we understand it—
our friends on the other side are making, under difficulties
is considered by the entities at the 4 other end of the line ’ to be
of which we have literally no conception ; and, refusing to con
an essential condition ? Ignorant of the difficulties to be over
sider evidence tendered under the circumstances which the de
come by the producers of the phenomena on the other side,
monstrators consider necessary, we place an obstruction on the
and at the same time aware that darkness is often an indis
road of progress. Not only so, but it discourages those who are
pensable adjunct in the production of Nature's marvels, are we,
genuine seekers after truth. Many people are easily swayed by
with our thimbleful of knowledge, in a position to demand that
seemingly authoritative and dogmatic assertions ; their minds
these manifestations are only to occur under conditions of our
are thrown back into a state of uncertainty and confusion, so
own choosing ?
that afterwards all such evidence, no matter how clear and well
Sight (so frequently defective) should not be elevated to a
authenticated, will leave a lutkiug suspicion behind.
position so much above all the other senses. If we analyse the
By placing a premium on doubt, irreparable injury is caused,
evidence tendered from day to day in our Law Courts, in many
and the honest inquirer never again faces the problem with a
of the most important criminal cases it will be found that the
cl ear, unbiasse d out look. 0 ver-cred u I i t y is a mishap, b u t ch roni c
actual crime was not witnessed, but this fact doesnot necessarily
doubt is a disaster. It cannot too often be impressed upon the
prevent proof of the prisoner’s guilt. Circumstantial evidence
impartial investigator that we, on this side, are not in a position
may forge such a chain of proof round the criminal that no
to dictate the conditions under which the evidence is tendered
impartial person can have any reasonable doubts of his guilt.
to us. Our business is to use all proper and reasonable pre
It is just the little trivial details, little scraps of evidence picked
cautions while treating the gifted medium with fairness and
up hero and there, and accumulated piece by piece, which, when
sympathy, and then to examine carefully and thankfully all that
pul carefully together, are often sufficient to decide with no
comes, with an open rnind free from scepticism, dogma and
shadow of a doubt the matters requiring to be evidentially
prejudice.
cslabliihcd.
Would it not be well worth the investigator's while, therefore,
Instead of rejecting all evidence emanating from dark seances,
carefully to collect and sift the me ? Then, after he had
‘ Prayer is not conquering God’s reluctance but taking hold
of God's willingness.’—Phillips Brooks.
scrutinised and weighed each little detail, together with the
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The following is an extract from a notice by Signor T. I’.
Capozzi, in ‘ Luce e Ombra ’ for December last, of Matla and
Van Zeist’s remarkable book, ‘The Mystery of Death' :—
Of all the recent publications dealing with psychic studies,
this last work (November, 1912), is perhaps the most original
if not the most interesting.
It reflects the conclusions of lengthy experimental researches
lasting over twenty years, and intensified after 1900 owing to
certain unexpected statements which led to the invention of an
apparatus destined to inaugurate a new phase of psychic study.
A review of this sensational volume is only possible on the
condition that a summary is first given of the history
of these researches. In the year 1393 a limited group of
persons interested in such studies and residing at the Hague
(Holland), namely, Messrs. J. J. Zaalberg Van Zeist and son,
and Mr. J. L. W. Matla, commenced the study of psychic phe
nomena in connection with Theosophy, science and philosophy.
During the mediumistic seances they were principally pre
occupied with the identification of the manifesting personalities;
but the results were so mediocre as to try greatly the persever
ance of the investigator's. In the year 1903 the most influential
of the latter, namely, J. .1. Zaalberg Van Zeist, passed away, and
the survivors continued the sittings, endeavouring above all to
place themselves in contact with their deceased friend ; nnd in
this, according to their owu account, after a prolonged period of
vain attempts, they eventually succeeded.
J. J. Zaalberg Van Zeist had been during his earthly career
a distinguished maker of optical and physical instruments.
According to the account of these authors we are given to under
stand that his personality had, in its integrity, survived death,
and having succeeded in communicating with his friends, hud
made some important announcements, which (given the investi
gators’familiarity with mechanics) permitted the construction of
the apparatus to which reference has already been made. The
two writers inform us that by means of this instrument they
were able to ascertain experimentally that J. J. Zaalberg still
possessed a physical (or fluidic) body. The limits of a simple
report do not allow of our giving a detailed description of the
apparatus or of its methods of working or of the series of phy•rical and mathematical researches which led up to the abovementioned conclusion. The arithmetical data vary according to
the personality subjected to the experiment. The body of
.1. J. Zaalberg would appear to Ire of a quasi-gaseous nature, of
a density narmtilly equal to that of air, with a volume of fifty
litres at a temperature of 0 centigrade and a pressure of 760
millimetres, and with a weight 12'24 times less than that of
hydrogen.
These statements appear to agree with those of
De Itochu, Darget, and others concerning human radiations, and
with those of Dr. Duncan concerning the presumed weight of
the human soul as estimated from the weight of the dying.
After further investigations and further counsels on the part
of the deceased Zanllierg, the two experimenters became convinced
that the fluidic lardy and all the mediumistic phenomena were
of an electrical nature. Starting with this assumption, they
►Ute that they have producer] a new electro-mechanical machine,
the ' Dynamising raph,’ capable of acting as a substitute for the
medium in communications with deceased persona.
Mown Zaalberg and Matla also give a minute description of
this machine nnd of it* method of working, together with
adequate ralculatlona In its general conception the new
machine is a simple telegraphic apparatus which the deceased
tbrm«clvvs would lie capable of operating by means of residual
physical energies. Its action would apparently consist in
stopping nt the opportune moment A disc bearing tho letters of
the alphabet.

The Italian reviewer proceed* to point out the advantage
likely to accrue to the prosecution of psychical research through
the elimination of the difficulties which the employment of a
mi’dinm naturally entails. Hut he is careful to add that it
remains to be worn through the experiments of other investigators
to what extent this apparatus is destined to fulfil the expectations
of it* mvenlmA
The Puris cot reap indent of ‘The Daily Mirror' state* that
the machine consists of two air tight cylinders, the outer
and inner sides of which are covered with dtreU of tin and
attached to which is a highly acnsitivu recorder; but thia
does not convey any clear idvir of the nature of the instrument
or of the method of it* unn,
TiutBrtniTVAi.wre' National Unioshu just issued a second
edition of Mr. Gambier Holton's well known work on * Psychic
Force,' in still ls«uds, price la, post free la. 2d. It enn lie ob
tained from Mr. II. tl. Iley,30,Glen-terrocu,Clover HUI, Halifax.
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DR

HORTON ON EASTERN RELIGIONS.

There has been a marked tendency of late in certain circles
in London to extol Eastern religions and philosophic.", and, in
view of this fact the following extracts from u letter by the Rev.
Robert F. Horton, which recently appeared in 'The Daily
Chronicle,’ will show how this matter strikes a thoughtful and
observant Englishman in India, who speaks plainly, because he
feels acutely. Dr. Horton says
There are not a few in England—theosophists, liberals in
theology, or indifferent in religion—who have a sentimental
admiration for the Eastern religions, as they are called—is not
Christianity an Eastern religion ?—and they consider it worse
than useless, positively injurious, to disturb the convictions of
these vast masses of human beings who are not only well content
with their own religion, but passionately, and even fanatically,
attached to it.

Confessing that the religions of India have impressed him fir
more favourably than he expected would be the ease, he is yet
compelled to recognise that what is wanted is 'a good religion,a
religion which builds character, lays the foundations of a true
society, and makes a strong and progressive State possible'
From this point of view, even admitting t he irreligionof England,
Dr. Horton thinks that it is better than the religion of India,
He says :—
Our worst people at home are at any rate personalities;
centuries of Christian tradition have given them the sense of
free-will and responsibility. They may be vicious and impure,
but they do not mistake their vices for worship, and indulge in
impurity ns the highest act of religion. Only in leaving Christian
soil and entering a heathen atmosphere does one realise how great
is our Christian heritage even at the worst, even for those who
make no personal effort to make it their own. The difference
between Christian and non-Christian does not lie exclusively in
the domain of personal religion, but rather in the morel supposi
tions of society, the basis of framework of the State. . .
In India the three millions of Christians, the Jews, Parsecs,
and various Soniajists are an inconsiderable fraction of the
three hundred and fifteen millions returned in the last census.
Let me take the outcasts, who number about fifty millions.
These people are regarded with the utmost contempt by the
Hindus themselves. They may not on any pretext enter a
temple.
Uneducated, despised, neglected, they would have
continued to live their lives on the lowest level that men can
occupy—Animists in religion, little more than animals in life.
Christianity has come to them, and made them men and women.
It has given to them hopes, ideals, education. Hindus see
these pariahs aud pulyar of their country becoming men equal
to themselves. Stung into action by theexample of Christianity,
some Hindu movements, like the Arya Somaj, are attempting
to educate and elevate the outcasts. Suppose we left Hindus
and Mohammedans alone ; ordinary charity and humanity
would impel the Christian Church to go out and save this lost,
degraded, hopeless mass of humanity.
Here is the plain fact, as the Governor of the United
Provinces was telling the authorities of Aligarh, the other day:
(he Moslem countries—Turkey, Persia, Morocco—are all going
by the board. They cannot find the foundation of a stable
society or of a just administration. The reason lies in the
Koran itself. That inspired book is the limitation of the
Moslem mind, and it does not contain the principles on which
an enlightened and progressive community can be formed.
Women remain in a status of permanent inferiority. I minoralily
is not illicit. Sin is venial, for Allah is merciful. Everything
is determined by Kismet.

Transitioss.—We learn from Mr. James Robertson of the
transition on the 7th inst,, at his residence, Mansfield-place,
Moffat, al the age of eighty-seven, of the Rev. George Wight,
M.A., who for nearly sixty years was minister of Wamphray
Pariah Church, Dumfriesshire, nnd was ‘ father ' of Lochimibcn
Presbytery. On attaining his ministerial jubilee in 1904 the
event Was celebrated by the congregation and Presbytery, and
he wax presented with handsome tokens of regard and affection.
Mr. Wight was one of the ent Rest subscribers to'Lhinr' and
continued to read it to the Inst. He was keenly interested in
psychical research, and for muny years held pronounced views
regarding psychical and spiritualistic phenomena.—Mr. Wolter
Foekett passed suddenly to spirit life during tho night of the fith
Inst. For ironic limo an z\w|Qcinte of iho London Spiritualist
Alliance, Mr. Foskclt was nn ardent Spiritualist. Ho was an
officer of henltli for Poplar nnd was greatly esteemed by nil
who knew him. We tender our aincerv sympathy In the
bereaved relatives of our translated friends.
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‘Are you useful or useless?' is the pointed question naked
by Elbert Hubbard, in * Nash's Magazine,’ for March. He con
tends that ‘there are just two kinds of people in the world,
the useful and the useless,’ that * common sense reveals to us that
health, happiness and prosperity lie in useful work. Success lies
in human service. To cause unhappiness for another is to
summon misery for yourself ’ ; and that ‘ someday we will teach,
not punish ; educate, not destroy. Love and labour will reform
the world—but neither can do it alone.' An article with the
striking title, ‘AU is not Cold that Shivers,’ written by Dr.
Woods Hutchinson, is well worth careful study. The concluding
paragraph will give an idea of its tenor ; ‘ Live in the open air
as many hours of the day as possible, and you will have solved
the problem, not only of winter ventilation, but of long life iw
well. We die, not by years, but by infections, and our age is
measured not by the seasons which have passed over our heads,
but by the “colds” which have passed through them.’
‘The Westminster and Pimlico News’ of the 7th inst re
ported a sermon by the Rev. John Spence. F.R.A.S., on ‘The
Realm of the Unseen.' Mr. Spence said : ‘The greatest things
in life are not seen ; we cannot see love, we can only witness its
operation ; we do not see faith, we can only behold its conduct
by its works, for “ Faith without works is dead," but when it is
alive it becomes a motive, and turns the soul into action, and
deeds of purity and charity result from it. The great God.
Whom we call “ Father,” dwells in the unseen, and many loved
ones are there too. When the veil is lifted and earth’s day has
run its course, we hope to meet them ; for although they are not
seen by, at any rate, a great number, yet we believe they are
fully awake and alive to the glories of that unseen realm which
is the homeland of the soul. We do not see our brains, but we
know we have them ; they are God's masterpiece.'
The ‘Montreal Gazette' recently reported an address on
‘Psychical Research,' delivered by the Rev. Dr. Smythe, of the
Wesleyan College, to the Montreal Women’s Club, in the course
of which he referred to Spiritualism. He said that he thought
that conjuring and trickery would not account for all, but no
solid information had been given, it was all of the high-down
type. The messages might all be subject to the law of suggestion
and the communications never rose above the human level—
seldom above the level of the intelligence of the persons taking
part in the stance. He warned young people not to dabble
much in the study of Spiritualism, as it tended to nervous strain
and sometimes to insanity. Dr. Smythe's comments may be
turned upon himself. There is ‘something' in his ideas, but no
solid information. His views are very ordinary and do not rise
above the human level—probably they were not up to the level
of the intelligence of some of his hearers. It is truly unwise to
‘dabble’ in Spiritualism, and to study it thoroughly and exhaust
ively might prove too great a nervous strain, even for the
reverend doctor himself, and imperil his sanity—which would
be a sad pity. What did he expect ? Communications above the
human level would be of little service to human beings ; they
would indeed be too ‘high-flown.’
Perhaps we should be
thankful for the admission that it is not all conjuring and trickery
—but we are not disposed, nowadays, to welcome such scant
courtesy with gratitude. The facts and truths of Spiritualism are
too big and too well established to be half-heartedly patronised
in thia fashion.

Dr. James II. Hyslop, writing in the ‘ Journal' of the
American S.P.R. for February, says: ‘When newspapers like
the New York “ Evening Post” begin to sneer at a cause which
has had thirty years' attention by the best intellects of the
world and as many years of silence on the part of such papers,
you may be sure that some progress has been made.' That is a
view of the situation which we commend to Mr. James Lawrence
nnd others of our valiant defence leaguers for their comfort.
Continuing, Dr. Hyslop remarks, ‘ Papers and periodicals edited
by men of common sense long since yielded to tbe importance
of psychic research, but the intellectual snobs arc always the
Inst to see the truth, nnd they see it too late then to be leaders in
its clarification and dissemination. Were it not for intellectual
snobbery, the aesthetics of the educated, that class might rule
the world tatter than it does. Here it is that all aristocracies
(nil. Nature is democratic and will remain so as long as taste
goes before truth. The pursuit of the beautiful is correct
enough provided you have sought the ethical and the true
first. . . In this country the intellectuals were not the
people who started the work of psychic research, and for that
reason the class must needs sneer at it, forgetting altogether the
democratic nature of all advances in knowledge and conscience.’

Speaking at the Free Church Council at Newcantlv on Tync,
Itr. Clifford brought the assembly up sharp against realities when
he declared : ' We are on our trial. Christ's social ideal will Isrealised with or without the churches. The workers arc awake.'
And no wonder! ‘Millions,’ said Dr. Clifford, ‘are still with
out a living wage, two millions and a half adult males in this
country do not obtain twenty-five shillings a week, nearly a
million are not receiving twenty shillings a week, and some
three hundred thousand do not carry away fifteen shillings a
week, even when they are in full employment. Yet to-day is a
day of unmeasured extravagance and foolish and wicked ostenta
tion of wealth too often derived from sweated labour. It is not
charity that is wanted, it is justice. The twentieth century
claims it, and will claim it until it is given.’
‘TheChurch,’exclaimed Dr. Clifford with scorn,1 is not work
ing in a cemetery. Its hand ought to be on the throbbing p il-e
of the world's quickest life. We apeak to men who go to the
market and down the mine, sail the seas, and scale the heighta,
who build homes and rear families, who carry on the affairs of
village and town, city and nation, who hive to face demons and
conquer or be conquered by them. We must to day rethink the
Gospel in terms of the industrial and democratic revolution
through which the world ia passing. The message, if it is to be
a power, must be related organically and vitally to the experience
of living men and women.'
The Rev. J. Stitt Wilson, in his ‘ Salute to the Angel of
Death,’ which we quoted last week (page 125), makes this frank
avowal of the help which he has derived from Spiritualism :
‘The utter annihilation of a human life seetn< more incredible
than its persistence. I might frankly confess that for many
years I have lived and laboured under a more or less vivid
apprehension of a world of spiritual realities and personalities
in association and communication with ours. We are surrounded
by a great cloud of witnesses, and can live and labour in the
fellowship of the spirits of just men made perfect.'

Writing in the January ‘ Nautilus,'Annie Rix Militz sayr:
‘The true philosophy of the golden rule, “AU things whatso
ever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them,
is, that what you do to any member of the whole human holy
you do to yourself. Let us keep this analogy between our own
small body and the body of humanity. As the fingers cannot
hurt the eye, nor the teeth hurt the fingers without affecting the
whole body, so nation cannot war with nation without detriment
to the whole race. As you would be respected and well-treated
as an individual and as you would have your country honoured
and esteemed, so train yourself to regard every individual and
every country, not from its weakest side or its poorest members,
but from its noblest and most worthy manifestations. Holy is
the whole human race ! spirit, mind and body, we are all one!
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Under this heading ire propose to devote space to brief letters oj
inquiry and replies thereto from our readers.
Is Science Accepting the Spiritualistic Hypothesis ?
Sir,—It is interesting to observe that science seems to be
gradually accepting and confirming the Spiritualistic hypothesis.
The following is a review of a Dutch book, just published by
the Hollandia Press in Biarn, and entitled ‘New Roads of Psy
chology,' by Dr. A. W. van Reuterghem. —
‘ In this book Doctor van R. deals with the treatment employed
by Freud and bis followers in some cases of neurosis, especially
of hysterical people, which treatment is supported by the theory
of Doctor Breuer, of Vienna, and rests upon the so-called psycho
analyses. All influences which affecta man, even from his tender
youth, leave an impression on his brain, and these impressions are
stored up there. They are more or less susceptible of taing brought
to consciousness. Those which cannot be brought to conscious
ness by spontaneous reflection, or by questioning, remain in the
unconscious or subconscious mind, and amongst them the germs
of neurosis—psychose—ate living.
The psycho-analytical
method is directed towards tracing out these unconscious impres
sions and bringing them back to the conscious mind, by which
means hysteria can be cured. The success which Fteud has had
with this method in so many eases seems to prove that there is
much good in his treatment.'

This seems to me significant.—Yours, &c.,
B. H.

The Hague.
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‘ DYNAMISTOGRAPH,’

The following is an extract from a notice by Signor T. P.
Capozzi, in ‘ Luce e Ombra 1 for December last, of Malla aud
Van Zeist’s remarkable book, * The Mystery of Death ' :—
Of all the recent publications dealing with psychic studies,
this last work (November, 1912), is perhaps the most original
if not the most interesting.
It reflects the conclusions of lengthy experimental researches
lasting over twenty years, and intensified after 1900 owing to
certain unexpected statements which led to the invention of an
apparatus destined to inaugurate a new phase of psychic study.
A review of this sensational volume is only possible on the
condition that a summary is first given of the history
of these researches. In the year 1893 a limited group of
persons interested in such studies and residing at the Hague
(Holland), namely, Messrs. J. J. Zaalberg I an Zeist and Son,
and Sir. J. L W. Malla, commenced the study of psychic phe
nomena iu connection with Theosophy, science and philosophy.
During the mediumistic seances they were principally pre
occupied with the identification of the manifesting personalities;
but the results were so mediocre as to try greatly the persever
ance of the investigators. In the year 1903 the most influential
of the latter, namely, J. J. Zaalberg Van Zeist, passed away, and
the survivors continued the sittings, endeavouring above all to
place themselves in contact with their deceased friend ; and in
this, according to their own account, after a prolonged period of
vain attempts, they eventually succeeded.
J. J. Zaalberg Van Zeist had been during his earthly career
a distinguished maker of optical and physical instruments.
According to the acconnt of these authors we are given to under
stand that his personality had, in its integrity, survived death,
and having succeeded in communicating with his friends, had
made some important announcements, which (given the investi
gators' familiarity with mechanics) permitted the construction of
the apparatus to which reference has already been made. The
two writers inform us that by means of this instrument they
were able to ascertain experimentally that J. J. Zaalberg still
possessed a physical (or fluidic) body. The limits of a simple
report do not allow of our giving a detailed description of the
apparatus or of its methods of wot king or uf the series of phy
sical and mathematical researches which led up to the abovementioned conclusion. The arithmetical data vary according to
the personality subjected to the experiment. The body of
.1. J. Zaalberg would appear to be of a quasi-gaseous nature, of
a density nonimUp equal to that of air, with a volume of fifty
litres at n temperature of 0 centigrade and a pressure of 760
millimetres, and with a weight 12'24 times less than that of
hydrogen. These statements appear to agree with those of
De Rochas, Darget, and others concerning human radiations, and
with those of Dr. Duncan concerning the presumed weight of
the human soul as estimated from the weight of the dying.
After further investigations and further counsels on the part
of the deceased Zaallierg, the two experimenters became convinced
that the fluidic body aud all the mediumistic phenomena were
of an electrical nature. Starting with this assumption, they
state that they have produced a new electro-mechanical machine,
the ‘ Dynamistograph,’ capable ot acting as a substitute for the
medium in communications with deceased persona.
Messrs. Zaalberg and Matla also give a minute description of
this machine and of its method of working, together with
adequate calculations. Iu its general conception the new
machine is a simple telegraphic apparatus which the deceased
themselves would Ire capable of operating by means of residual
physical energies. Its action would apparently consist in
stopping at the opportune moment a disc bearing the letters of
I he alphabet.
The Italian reviewer proceeds to point out the advantage
likely to accrue to the prosecution of psychical research through
the elimination of the difficulties which the employment of a
medium naturally entails. But he is careful to add that it
remains to be seen through the experiments of other investigators
■ to what extent this apparatus ia destined to fulfil the expectations
of its inventors.
The Paris correspondent of ‘The Daily Mirror' stales that
the machine consists of two air-tight cylinders, the outer
and inner sides of which are covered with sheets of tin and
attached to which is a highly sensitive recorder ; but thia
does not convey any clear idea of the nature of the instrument
or of the method uf its use.
Thb Sri Rrrc austs’ National Union has just issued a second
edition of Mr. Gambier Bolton’s well-known work on * Psychic
Force,' in still lioanls, price Is., post free Is. 2d. It can be ob
tained from Mr. 11. G. Hey,3u,Glen-terrace,Clover Hill, Halifax.
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DR. HORTON ON EASTERN RELIGIONS.
There has been a marked tendency of late in certain circles
in London to extol Eastern religions and philosophies, and, in
view of this fact the following extracts from a letter by the Rev.
Robert F. Horton, which recently appeared in ‘The Daily
Chronicle,' will show how this matter strikes a thoughtful and
observant Englishman in India, who speaks plainly, because he
feels acutely. Dr. Horton says :—
There are not a few in England—theosophists, liberals in
theology, or indifferent in religion—who have a sentimental
admiration for the Eastern religions, as they are called—is not
Christianity an Eastern religion !—and they consider it worse
than useless, positively injurious, to disturb the convictions of
these vast masses of human beings who are not only well content
with their own religion, but passionately, and even fanatically,
attached to it.
Confessing that the religions of India have impressed him far
more favourably than he expected w’ould be the case, he is yet
compelled to recognise that what is wanted is ‘a good religion,a
religion which builds character, lays the foundations of a true
society, and makes a strong and progressive Stale possible,’
From this point of view, even admitting the irreligion of England,
Dr. Horton thinks that it is better than the religion of India.

He says:—
Our worst people at home are at any rate personalities;
centuries of Christian tradition have given them the sense of
free-will and responsibility. They may be vicious and impure,
but they do not mistake their vices for worship, aud indulge in
impurity as the highest act of religion. Only in leaving Christian
soil and entering a heathen atmosphere does one realise how great
is our Christian heritage even at the worst, even for those who
make no personal effort to make it their own. The difference
between Christian and non-Christiau does not lie exclusively in
the domain of personal religion, but rather in the moral supposi
tions of society, the basis of framework of the State. . .
In India the three millions of Christians, the Jews, Parsecs,
and various Somajists are an inconsiderable fraction of the
three hundred and fifteen millions returned in the last census,
Let me take the outcasts, who number about fifty millions.
These people are regarded with the utmost contempt by the
Hindus themselves. They may not on any pretext enter a
temple. Uneducated, despised, neglected, they would have
continued to live their lives on the lowest level that men can
occupy—Animists in religion, little more than animals in life.
Christianity has come to them, and made them men and women.
It has given to them hopes, ideals, education. Hindus see
these pariahs and pulyar of their country becoming men equsl
to themselves. Stung into action by theexample of Christianity,
some Hindu movements, like the Arya Somaj, are attempting
to educate and elevate the outcasts. Suppose we left Hindus
and Mohammedans alone; ordinary charity and humanity
would impel the Christian Church to go out and save this lost,
degraded, hopeless mass of humanity.
Here is the plain fact, as the Governor of the United
Provinces was telling the authorities of Aligarh, the other day;
the Moslem countries—Turkey, Persia, Morocco—are all going
by the board. They cannot find the foundation of a stable
society or of a just administration. The reason lies in the
Koran itself. That inspired book is the limitation of the
Moslem mind, and it does nut cuntain the principles on which
an enlightened and progressive community can be formed.
Women remain in a status of permanent inferiority. Immorality
is not illicit. Sin is venial, for Allah is merciful. Everything
is determined by Kismet.
Transitions.—We learn from Mr. Janies Robertson of the
transition on the "th inst., nt his residence, Mansfield-place,
Moffat, al the age of eighty-seven, of the Rev. George Wight,
M.A., who for nearly sixty years was minister of Wamphray
Parish Church, Dumfriesshire, and was ' father ’ of Lochmnliell
Presbytery. On attaining his ministerial jubilee in 1904 the
event was celebrated by the congregation and Presbytery, and
lie was presented with handsome tokens of regard and affection.
Mr. Wight was one of the earliest subscribers to * Light1 and
continued to read it to the Inst. He was keenly interested in
psychical research, and for many years held pronounced views
regarding psychical and spiritualistic phenomena.—Mr. Walter
Foskett passed suddenly to spirit life during the night of the ’ith
insL For some time an Associate of the London Spiritualist
Alliance, Mr. Foskett was an anient Spirit unlLsL He was an
officer of health for Poplar and was greatly esteemed by all
who knew him.—We tender our sincere sympathy In the
bereaved relatives uf our translated friends.
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‘Arc you useful or useless?’ is the pointed question asked
by Elbert Hubbard, in ‘ Nash's Magazine,’ for M itch. He con
tends that 1 there are just two kinds of people in the world,
the useful and the useless,' that ’ common sense reveals to us that
health, happiness and prosperity lie in useful work. Success lies
in human service. To cause unhappiness for another is to
summon misery for yourself' ; and that ‘someday we will teach,
not punish ; educate, not destroy. Love and labour will reform
the world—but neither can do it alone.’ An article with the
striking title, 1 All is not Cold that Shivers,’ written by Dr.
Woods Hutchinson, is well worth careful study. The concluding
paragraph will give an idea of its tenor : ‘ Live in the open air
as many hours of the day as possible, and you will have solved
the problem, not only of winter ventilation, but of longlife as
well. We die, not by years, but by infections, and our age is
measured not by the seasons which have passed over our heads,
but by the “colds” which have passed through them.’

‘The Westminster and Pimlico News’ of the 7th inst. re
ported a sermon by the Rev. John Spence. F.R.A.S., on ‘The
Realm of the Unseen.’ Mr. Spence said : ‘The greatest things
in life are not seen ; we cannot see love, we can only witness its
operation ; we do not see faith, we can only behold its conduct
by its works, for “ Faith without works is dead,” but when it is
alive it becomes a motive, and turns the soul into action, and
deeds of purity and charity result from it. The great God,
Whom we call “ Father,” dwells in the unseen, and many loved
ones are there too. When the veil is lifted and earth's day has
run its course, we hope to meet them ; for although they are not
seen by, at any rate, a great number, yet we believe they are
fully awake and alive to the glories of that unseen realm which
is the homeland of the soul. We do not see our brains, but we
know we have them ; they are God’s masterpiece.’

The ‘Montreal Gazette’ recently reported an address on
‘Psychical Research,’ delivered by the Rev. Dr. Smythe, of the
Wesleyan College, to the Montreal Women’s Club, in the course
of which he referred to Spiritualism. He said that he thought
that conjuring and trickery would not account for all, but no
solid information had been given, it was all of the high-flown
type. The messages might all be subject to the law of suggestion
and lite communications never rose above the human level—
seldom above the level of the intelligence of the persons taking
part in the adance. He warned young people not to dabble
much in the study of Spiritualism, as it tended to nervous strain
and sometimes to insanity. Dr. Smythe's comments may be
turned upon himself. There is ‘something’ in his ideas hut no
solid information. His views are very ordinary and do not rise
above the human level—probably they were not up to the level
of the intelligence of some of his hearers. It is truly unwise to
‘dabble’ in Spiritualism, and to study it thoroughly and exhaust
ively might prove too great a nervous strain, even fur the
reverend doctor himself, and imperil Lis sanity—which would
be a sad pity. What did he expect ? Communications «horc the
human level would be of little service to human beings ; they
would indeed be too ‘high-flown.’ Perhaps we should be
thankful for the admission that it is not all conjuring and trickery
—but we are not disposed, nowadays, to welcome such scant
courtesy with gratitude. The facts and truths of Spiritualism are
too big and too well established to be half-heartedly patronised
in this fashion.
Dr. James H. Hyslop, writing in the ‘Journal’ of the
American S.P.R. for February, says : ' When newspapers like
the New York “Evening Post" begin to sneer at a cause which
has had thirty years' attention by the best intellects of the
world and as many years of silence on the part of such pipers,
you may lie sure that some progress has been made.' That is a
view of the situation which we commend to Mr. James Lawrence
ami others of our valiant defence leaguers for their comfort.
Continuing, Dr. Hyslop remarks, ‘ Papers and periodicals edited
by men of common sense long since yielded to the importance
of paychic research, but the intellectual snobs are always the
last to see the truth, and they see it too late then to be leadens in
its clarification nnd disremination. Were it not for intellectual
snobbery, the aesthetics of the educated, that class might rule
the world letter than it does. Here it is that all aristocracies
fail. Nature is democratic and will remain so as long as taste
goes before truth. The pursuit of the beautiful is correct
enough provides] you have sought the ethical and the true
tint. . . In this country the intellectuals were not the
people who started the work of psychic research, and for that
reason the class must needs sneer at it, forgetting altogether the
democratic nature of all advances in knowledge and conscience.’
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Speaking at the Free Church Council at Newcastle-on-Tyne,
Dr. Clifford brought the assembly up sharp against realities when
he declared : ' We are on our trial. Christ's social ideal will be
realised with or without the churches. The workers are awake.’
And no wonder I ‘ Millions,’ said Dr. Clifford, ‘ are still with
out a living wage, two millions and a half adult males in this
country do not obtain twenty-five shillings a week, nearly a
million are not receiving twenty shillings a week, and some
three hundred thousand do not carry away fifteen shillings a
week, even when they are in full employment. Yet to-day is a
day of unmeasured extravagance and foolish and wicked ostenta
tion of wealth too often derived from sweated laliour. It is not
charity that is wanted, it is justice. The twentieth century
claims it, and will claim it until it is given.’
‘The Church,’exclaim*! Dr. Clifford with scorn, ‘is not work
ing in a cemetery. Its hand ought to be on the throbbing pulse
of the world’s quickest life. We speak to men who go to the
market and down the mine, sail the seas, and scale the heights,
who build homes and rear families, who carry on the affairs of
village and town, city and nation, who have to face demons and
conquer or be conquered by them. We must to day rethink the
Gospel in terms of the industrial and democratic revolution
through which the world is passing. The message, if it is to be
a power, must be related organically and vitally to the experience
of living men and women.’
The Rev. J. Stitt Wilson, in his ‘ Salute to the Angel of
Death,' which we quoted last week (pige 125), makes this frank
avowal of the help which he has derived from Spiritualism :
‘ The utter annihilation of a human life seem? more incredible
than its persistence. I might frankly confess that for many
years I have lived and laboured under a more or less vivid
apprehension of a world of spiritual realities and personalities
in association and communication withours. We are surrounded
by a great cloud of witnesses, and can live and labour in the
fellowship of the spirits of just men unde perfect.’

Writing in the January ‘ Nautilus,’ Annie Rix Militz says :
‘ The true philosophy of the golden rule, “ All things whatso
ever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them,'
is, that what you do to any member of the whole human body
you do to yourself. Let us keep this analogy between our own
small body and the body of humanity. As the fingers cannot
hurt the eye, nor the teeth hurt the finger-, without affecting the
whole body, so nation cannot war with nation without detriment
to the whole race. As you would be respected and well-treated
as an individual and as you would have your country honoured
aud esteemed, so train yourself to regard every individual and
every country, not from its weakest side or its poorest members,
but from its noblest and most worthy manifestations. Holy is
the whole human race ! spirit, mind and body, we are all one I’
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Under th it heading ire propose to derate space to brief teller/ of
inquiry and replies thereto from our readers.
Is Science Accepting the Spiritualistic Hypothesis ?
Sir,—-It is interesting to observe that science seems to be
gradually accepting and confirming the Spiritualistic hypothesis.
The following is a review of a Dutch book, just published by
the Hollandia Press in Baarn, and entitled ‘ New Roads of Psy
chology,’ by Dr. A. W. van Reuterghem. —
‘ In this book Doctor van R deals with the treatment employed
by Freud and his followers in some cases of neurosis, especially
of hysterical people, which treatment is supported by the theory
of Doctor Breuer, of Vienna, and rests upon the so-called psycho
analyses. All influences which affect a man, even from his tender
youth, leave an impression on his brain, and these impressions are
stored up there. They are more or less susceptible of being brought
to consciousness. Those which cannot be brought to conscious
ness by spontaneous reflection, or by questioning, remain in the
unconscious or subconscious mind, aud amongst them the germs
of neurosis—psychose—are living.
The psycho-analytical
method is directed towards tracing out these unconscious impres
sions and bringing them back to the conscious mind, by which
means hysteria can be cured. The success which Freud has had
with this method in so many cases seems to prove that there is
much good in his treatment.'
This see ms to me significant.—Yours, Ac.,
The Hague.
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turn round to come back. There was nothing to be done but
Madame Blavatsky and Mr. Stead.
to tear the wall down, which I did with a pickaxe. When
SiR>—I have just read Miss E. Katharine Rites' letter on the
liberated Fido was in a very exhausted condition, choking, and
above in your issue of March 8th in which she writes, ‘I cannot
with his mouth and nostrils full of soot. Had I not obeyed tbe
understand what vital difference it [reincarnation] could make
impression I had received I should never have known what had
to me or to any other person of ordinary intelligence.’ It
become of him, as the fire was very seldom used.
makes a very vital difference to me for more than one reason.
Between myself and Fido there existed a very strong attach
I object to it because of its crude injustice, gross materialism,
ment.
Did he. when in that agonised condition, telepath to
and sublime callousness. The doctrine may appeal—apparently
me as his friend ! He was a very knowing animal. For one
it does—to the coldly intellectual, but melts like a snow man in
thing, although never taught, he would always fetch iny letters
the warmth of love. It practically not only denies individual
from the letter-box, but would never bring one that had not u
progress on any but the earth plane, but, by our forgetting those
postage stamp upon it.—Yours, &c.,
we may have loved in a previous incarnation—which is almost
J. Foot-Youxo.
invariably the case—crushes our deepest affections as a frost nips
the tender bud. I read the message on reincarnation in ‘Light’
some little time back purporting to come from Mr. Stead. It
‘ Evidence of Spirit Identity.’
appeared to me unanswerable. Possibly I lack ‘ ordinary intelli
S
ir,—-On several photographs that I had taken at different
gence,' but I have never yet seen or heard a single statement
dates by the lute Edward Wyllie the Christian name appeared, a
in favour of physical reincarnation that has appealed to me in
very uncommon one, of a particular friend of mine in the higher
the least degree. Why is it that the reincarnationist invariably
life.
(
,
appeals to the intellect and ignores the affections ?—Yours, &c.,
Is this evidence thorough enough to convince M.A? ( Light,'
Omnia Vincit Amor.
p. 10), or were they psychical delusions, or, perhaps, created by
myself unconsciously ?
The name was not known to the medium as having any
‘What is True Knowledge?’
particular meaning for me, but to me it meant a great deal—
Sir,—‘ F. IL’ quotes A. J. Davis :—‘ Truth (alias true know
Yours, &e,,
ledge) is the universal relationship of things as they are.’
A. K. Venning.
Precisely ; but obviously man can never grasp truth until he
Los Angeles, Gal., U.S.A.
has a perfect comprehension of the entire universe. That is
why man worries himself, and has done these thousands of years,
Spiritualists' National Fund of Benevolence.
in hoping and striving to, and thinking he can, discover here and
now the whole truth. It is a useless and a wasteful effort and
Sir, — In submitting my report for February I wish to thank
always will be. When man realises and acts upon this fact,humbly,
the donors for their kind help, although I cannot but regret the
joyously, and is content to do his best with the little bit of
smallness of the amount: Rishton Society, 5s. ; Lincoln Society,
truth that conies his way, recognising that somebody else’s bit,
5s. ; ‘A Friend ’ (Madras), 2s. 6d. ; ‘ Friend,’ A. V. P., 219'L—
though differing considerably, perhaps, may be as good as his
Total, 15s. 3d.—Yours, &c., •
own, and open-mtndedly tries to make the pieces fit, then we
Mary A. Stair.
may hope to see less bitterness in difference of opinion whether
14, North-street, Keighley, Yorks.
in science, religion or philosophy, and shall assuredly make
quicker and more harmonious progress.
If the long quest for truth results simply in the general
Marriage.—On Monday, March 10th, Mr. W. Gay (the
acceptance of this one fact (especially in the realm of religion)
assistant-secretary) and Miss Mabel Bright were married in the
the ancient conflicts will not have been in vain.—Yours, &c.,
presence of many friends at the church of the Cardill First
Richard A. Bush.

' An International College of Light.’

Sir,—Your correspondent, ‘ A Spiritualist and a Freemason,’ has arrested my attention by his letter on page 119.
For some time past I have been seriously thinking of asking for
opinions as to the best means of bringing workers together.
Your correspondent’s suggestion is a very good one, but I take it he
would have every investigator embrace Masonry, whereas I think
the workers, mediums, and speakers are the first who should
form a brotherhood and work together harmoniously and
sincerely.
I know of such things as ‘mediums’ unions,’ but not in
London. Such a fraternity as your correspondent suggests
would, I am sure, meet a greatly felt need. The symbolism of
the ceremonies and its mystic teaching ate beautiful, and what
is understood in the ‘five points of fellowship’ leaves nothing
to lie desired as far ns brotherhood goes, and, for what is em
bodied in grades above those mentioned—well, there is ‘all
truth 1 there for those who have eyes to see. I for one would
co-operate with ‘A Spiritualist and a Freemason.’—Yours, &c.,
A Lady Medium and Worker, and a Member
of the Holy Royal Arch of Enoch.
Was it

Telepathy?

Sir,—Reading the account of the ‘Ghost Dog ’ in ‘Light’ re
minds me of mi incident I had in connection with a rough-haired
fox-terrier named ‘Fido/ which was devoted to me.
One night I was just getting into bed when an unaccount
able feeling of coming danger came over me which I could not
shake off. Although I had just reconnoitred each room and
left Fido to look after the rats which infested the scullery, I at
once re-dressed nnd started to examine each room afresh. When
I got to the scullery, to my surprise Fido had disap
peared.
I repeatedly called him without getting any re
sponse. Then it struck me to give a call which always
tilled him with
delight— Fido,
Fido,
come for a
walk!’ I was answered by a faint muffled cry, which I ulti
mately located in a wall. Here I must explain that tin* fire
place and the washing-boiler were connected by a horizontal
flue about twelve feet in length. There was, as I afterwards
discovered, a rat holo in the fireplace,and Fido, who was ‘death
on rats,’had evidently chased one into the Hue nnd could not

Spiritualist Society. The legal ceremony having first been gone
through by the registrar, the religious service was conducted by
Mr. James Woodland, who also presented to the happy couple a
silver cruet, suitably inscribed, which had been subscribed for
by members an 1 friends, all of whom join in wishing Mr. and
Mrs. Gay long life and happiness.—J. W.
‘ Education must have as its basis spiritual truths, must
rest upon universal laws. From truth we must be taught to
rely upon ourselves and higher guidance, and not upon our
human fellows. . . Education implies learning by our own
experience, by observation, by surrounding influence of climate
and conditions, by the love and suggestion of those with whom
we come in contact. And such learning is ten thousand times
more valuable to us in life than all the facts that we are
taught; because, though I hose facts may serve some temporal
purpose, they can do but little to add to Che eternal pirt of us,
the light within us.’—Philip Oyler, in B'bby’s ‘Annual.1

To Correspondents.—‘Rhodesian.’—Your experience is
not uncommon. It is due probably to insufficient mediuniistic
power and a too ready inclination to put questions of a personal
and test character. You must remember that the spirit people
have to learn how to develop and use the power, and how to
govern the movements of the tabic. Considerable lime and
patience are needed in these experiments. Sometimes there is
unconscious muscular action on the part of the sensitive ; some
times the questions are misunderstood, or are put in a confusing
manner ; sometimes the replies are incomplete and are too
hastily acted upon. Indeed, a variety of causes may operate to
produce confusion, misinterpretation, and misunderstanding.
It is best at the outset not to ask questions—certainly not of a
‘leading’ or personal character—but attention should be
devoted to the effort to get the machinery working freely and
smoothly, and then, when all goes well, let the operator spell
out his messages unhindered. Don't make suggestions ; don’t
press for ' tests ’; don’t believe it is some impersonating spirit
just because there are difficulties and, possibly, some inac
curacies, He patient and persevering, mid let the spirit tell his
own story and give the message he desires to impart, and if he is
not a relative, but an outsider, try and find out why he has
come to you ; it, may be that he is anxious to help in the pro
cess. He may be a perfectly well-meaning person, nnd may find
if, difficult to give his message because you have been pre deter
mining in your own mind that he is a relative. Give him a
chance to explain, and he will, no doubt, clear up the mystery.

LIGHT.
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By ‘M.A. (Oxon.).’
ADVICE TO INQUIRERS.
If you wish to see whether Spiritualism is really only
jugglery and imposture, try it by personal experiment. If
you can get an introduction to some experienced Spiritualist
on whose good faith you can rely, ask him for advice; and
if he is holding private circles, seek permission to attend
one to seo how to conduct seances, and what to expect.
There is, however, difficulty in obtaining access to private
circles, and, in any case, you must rely chiefly on experi
ences in your own family circle,or amongst your own friends,
all strangers being excluded.
Form a circle of from four to eight persons, half, or at
least two, of negative, passive temperament and preferably
of the female sex, the rest of a more positive type. Sit
positive and negative alternately,secure against disturbance,
in subdued light, round an uncovered table of convenient
size. Place the palms of the hands flat upon its upper surface.
The hands of each sitter need not touch those of his neigh
bour, though the practice is frequently adopted.
Do not concentrate attention too fixedly on the expected
manifestation. Engage in cheerful but not frivolous con
versation. Avoid dispute or argument. Scepticism has no
deterrent effect, but a bitter spirit of opposition in a person
of determined will may totally stop or decidedly impede
manifestations. If conversation flags, music is a great help,
if it be agreeable to all, and not of a kind to irritate the
sensitive ear. Patience is essential, and it may be necessary
to meet ten or twelve times at short intervals, before any
thing occurs. If after such a trial you still fail, form a fresh
circle. An hour should be the limit of an unsuccessful seance.
If the table moves, let your pressure he so gentle on its
surface that you are sure you are not aiding its motions.
After some time you will probably find that the movement
will continue if your hands are held over, but not in contact
with, it. Do not, however, try this until the movement is
assured, and be in no hurry to get messages.
When you think that the time has come, let someone
take command of the circle and act as spokesman. Explain
to the unseen Intelligence that an agreed code of signals is
desirable, and ask that a tilt may be given as the alphabet
is slowly repeated, at the several letters which form the
word that the Intelligence wishes to spell. It is convenient
to use a single tilt for No, three for Yes, and two to express
doubt or uncertainty.
When a satisfactory communication has been established,
ask if you are rightly placed, and if not, what order you
should take. After this, ask who the Intelligence purports
to be, which of the company is the medium, and such relevant
questions. If confusion occurs, ascribe it to tho difficulty
that exists in directing the movements at first with exac
titude. Patience will remedy this. If you only satisfy
yourself at first that it is possible to speak with an Intelli
gence separate from that of any person present, you will
liave gained much.
The signals may take the form of raps. If so, use the
same code of signals, and ask as the raps become clear that
they may bo made on the table, or in a part of the room
where they are demonstrably not produced by any natural
means, but avoid any vexatious imposition of restriction on
free communication. Det the Intelligence use itsown means.
It rests greatly with tho sitters to make the manifestations
elevating or frivolous and even tricky.
Should an attempt be made to entrance the medium, or
to manifest by any violent methods, ask that the attempt
may be deferred till you can secure tho presence of some
experienced Spiritualist If this request is not heeded, dis
continue tho sitting. The process of developing a trancemedium is ono that might disconcert an inexperienced
inquirer.
Lastly, try the results you get by the light of Reason.
Maintain a level head and a clear judgment. Do not believe
everything you are told, for though the great unseen world
contains many a wise and discerning spirit, it also has in it
the accumulation of human folly, vanity, and error ; and
this lies nearer to the surface than that which is wise and
good. Distrust tho free use of great names. Never for a
moment abandon the use of your reason. Do not enter into
a very solemn investigation in a spirit of idle curiosity or
frivolity. Cultivate a reverent desire for what is pure,
good, and true. You will be repaid if you gain only a wellgrounded conviction that there is a life after death, for
which n pure and good life before death is the best and
wisest preparation.
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DR. ALFRED RUSSEL WALLACE, o.M„D.C.L,F.R.S.,
Writes :
&c^
Of the more serious books dealing with the ethics and philosophy of
Spiritualism I will only direct the readers' attention to two

‘Spirit Teachings,’ by W. Stainton Moses, M A., and
‘Psychic Philosophy as the Foundation of a Religion
of Natural Law,’ by V. C. DesertisTo such who wish to obtain some knowledge of the higher aspects
of Modem Spiritualism I stronglv recommend these two works.

‘SPIRIT TEACHINGS,’3 io, post free.
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LECTURES.

Bt FATHER STEPHANO.
Given by Automatic Writing through tbe Mediumship of ‘Vita’and
■ Mandola,’ two ladies who bare bad no experience or training in literary
work ot any kind.
As tbe thought ot one who has seen beyond earth's sorrows, it is more
especially a book tor the sorrowful and tbe suffering; it is chiefly to
help such that tbe lectures were given, and it ia to them the book is
dedicated.

Fourth Edition, including Preface by Father Stephano.
104 pp. Price l(Hd. Post Free.
And a Foreword by MISS E. KATHARINE BATES.
'The dead are entering into competitive authorship with the living,
M Thought Lectures’," which were given by Father Stephano, who “ jmt
went to sleep ” in Yorkshire, in the reign of Henry I., and hie just now
been able to find a medium through whom to communicate his thoughts
to mankind, has a great deal to say, and says it well.'—W.T. Sfkad.
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Heysinger.—Spirit and Matter Before the Bar of Modern
Science. By Isaac W. Heysinger, M.A.. M B. A great array of
authorities are cited in this woi k. including. Herbert Spetirer, Professor
James, Max Melter, Romanc-, Hu "ley, Locke, Haeckel, Limarck, Sir
W. Crooke- Tyndall. Herschel, Sir Isaac Newlon, Tylor, Lyell,
Kepler. Gladstone, Wallace, Tennyson. Dirwin, Momerie, Hume
Professor W. H. Thomson, M. Foster, Hartmann, Kidd, G H. Lewes,
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other celebrities in Science. Literature, Philosophy, Religion, die.
Large demy Evo, cloth.—Werner Laurie

Published at 15s. net. Now offered at 5s. 6d. post free.
1 This book, written nt the end of a lifetime of scientific research, proves
conclusively the existence of the spiritual world and that Spiritualise: is
the basis of nil true religion. As evidence the author brings forward the
testimony of all the great scientists and leaders of modern thought, every
one of whom, differ as they may on other points, is forced to Ihe conclusinn that in the spiritual world only the key to the mystery of tbe
universe is to be found. Instances of extraordinary psychic phenomena
have their place in tbe work, nod the intense vigour and lucidity of its
style help to make it one of absorbing interest.’

Bates.—Psyehicil Science and Christianity. A

Problem of
the Twentieth Century. By E. Katharine Bites, author of ‘Seen and
Unseen,’ ‘Do tbe Dead Depart?' Ac. Tbe Contents include:
Theology, Ancient and Modern, Some Clerical Difficulties. A New
Cycle. Our New Continent. Science and Religion. Spiritualism,
Its Use nnd Abuse. Occult and Otherwise. Automatic Writing.
Misconceptions, Ac. Cr. 8vo. cloth.—Werner Laorie.
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The Art of Herbert Sehmalz.

By Trevor Blakemore, with Monographs of certain pic

tures by Dean Farrar, Canon Scntt Holland, Rev. Fielding Ould, Ian Maclaren, John Cameron Grant, Dr. Duncan Greig, the Right Rev. Biubop
Blyth. Deals fully with the Life, Work and Travels of this noted artist. One large handsome folio volume, magnificently illustrated with
64 superb reproductions.many in colour, of Scbnialz’s famous paintings, including ‘The Awakening of Galatea,’ ‘The Resurrection Morn,'
' Ch ri stun ae ad Leones,'‘Sir Galahad,'and others of his world-famous pictures. Published by George Allen and Co , at

£2 2s. net.
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Hogarth’s London : Pictures of the Manners of the Eighteenth Century, as reflected
by llie most faithful delineator of English manners and customs of the period ; an elaboration and explanation of bis engravings and paintings
arranged under the headings oi ‘High Life ; Low Life; Politics; Church and Dissent; Professional and Business Life; the Theatre, tbs
Tavern; Hospitals; Prisons and Crime; the Suburbs.' By Henry B. Wheatley.
With an introductory essay, a bibliography and index.
Illustrated by 54 full.page plafes, 6 being in photogravure. Demy 8vo., gilt cloth, gilt top.—Constable.

Published at21s.net.

Now offered at 8s. 6d. post free.

The Greater Abbeys of England : Being some account—historical, and in reference to
their remains, topographical—of the Greater Monastic Houses of England. By the Right Rev. Abbot Gasquet. This finely illustrated
work tells tbe tale of thirty-one of the great abbeys whose splendid ruins stand in all parts of England. Beautifully illustrated by 60 charming
coloured plates after Warwick Goble. A sumptuous volume, admirably adapted for presentation, I rge fcap. 4to, cloth gilt, gilt top.—Ohatto
and Wind us.

Published at 20s net.

Now offered at 8s. 6d. post free.

Luigfino—The Book of Fair Women.

By Federigo Luigino of Udine, translated from

the Venetian Edition of 1554 by Elsie M. Lang. With six plates, reproductions after Sandro Botticelli, Tiziano Vecellio, Raffaello Sanzo,
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Answers. Beautifully printed and most attractively got np. 2 Vols., demy 8vo., buckram.—Chatto and Windus.

Published at 15s. net.

Now offered at 6s. post free.

Austin (Alfred).—Lamia’s Winter Quarters, narrating the delights of a sojourn during the
winter and spring in a Tuscan Villa overlooking Florence. Beautifully illustrated by George Elgood, R I., in 16 full-page coloured places and
by Wm. 8cott in 13 dainty head and tail pieces from pen and ink drawings, sq. demy 8vo.. cloth gilt, gilt top.—A. and O. Black.

Published at 7s. 6d. net.

Now offered at 3s. post free.
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In Green Fields.
Published at 8s.

Beautifully illustrated by 20 full-page
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A Novel by Crawfurd (Oswald).

Crown 8vo , cloth.—Chapman and
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“‘In Green Fields" is a very charming story. Its theme is the return of the townsman to the land, and it is written with attractive light
ness and humour.’—‘Daily Express.'
'Beautifully real, and elaborated with country lore. The air of the country breathes in every page-'—‘Academy.

The Golf Courses of the British Isles, described by Bernard Darwin. Painted by
Harry Rountree. This beautiful volume deala in an adequate manner with all the principal golf courses of tbe United Kingdom. Mr. Bernard
Darwin, tbe English international player, is a well-known writer on golf and eminently qualified for the task, as he is familiar with the
ground and writes from the view-point of the expert. He manages, moreover, to introduce no small amount of instruction into his text, and
the keen golfer desirous of improving his game may well get some hints from Mr. Darwin's narrative. The work of illustration has been
somewhat difficult, for it has been necessary to find an artist who is also a good golfer. In Mr, Rountree the combination happily exists;
himself a player of no m< an capacity, be has been able to make his pictures interesting both to tbe lover of art and the enthusiastic golfer.
Illustrated with 64 plates, 48 of which are in colour. Small 4to., cloth.—Duckworth.

Published at 21s.
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* No golfer who once peeps into it will be satisfied until tbe volume rests on his own bookshelf. It is a mouth-watering volume.’—1 Daily Mail.'
‘ An attractive book ; the coatses are described in most rssdablo fashion and the drawings are very effective.’—‘ Times.’
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Golden Days in Many Lands- By Winifred H. Leys. A volume of travel full of attrac
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